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Aim of Thesis
CAE THE PLAYS OF OSCAR W. FIRKINS SUCCEED ON THE STAGE?
In this thesis. Can the Plays of Oscar W. Firkins
Suooeed on the Stage?

my plan is:

first, to present a clear

understanding of dramatic technique as set forth hy George
Pierce B ^ e r and others;

second, to present a summary of

Firkinsrs theory and conception of drama from a study of his
life, from M s

own critical comments in the field of litera

ture, and from the criticisms of various commentators on
Firkins1s life and work;

third, to conduct a detailed survey

of four of his plays together with a somewhat briefer study
of six other plays to show how Firkins observes the principles
of dramatic technique;

and fourth, to summarize a question

naire as to whether or not the plays of Firkins are producible
In conclusion. It will bo the purpose of the thesis to
show that Firkins’s plays aro producible to a selective group.
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^aeatlala and History of Drama

Essentials and History e£ Brsim

Since it is the object of this thesis to dotermine
whether tho playa of Oscar i?. Firkins are producible, at

'

least, to a selective group, it is neeesaary at the outset
to decide what makes plays auooessitil:

to this end a brief

analysis of dramatic technique is presented.
lYhat is dramatic technique?

She answer to such a ques

tion may best be explained b y referring to the theory and
practice of drama as expounded by some of our best authorities.
George Pierce Baker says, "Dramatic technique is the
means of expressing for the stage one1s ideas and emotions.*3.
Be also uses, synonymous with technique, "methods and devices
for gaining i n t h e theatre a dramatist’s desired ends.*8
Baker summarizes his theory in saying:
iceurately conveyed omotion is the groat '
fundamental in all good drm m .
It is con
veyed by action, charactorization.and dia
logue. It must be conveyed in a space of
time, usually not exceeding two hours ami
a half, and under existing physical condi
tions of the stage, or with such changes
;
as the dramatist may bring about in them.
It must be conveyed, not directly through
the author, but indirectly through the
actors. In order that the dramatic may
become theatric In the right sense of the

■‘■George Pierce Baker, Drwmtie Technique. p. v.
Ibid., p. 2.

:

-

word;"the dramatic must Too made to meet
all these conditions successfully. These
conditions affect the action, characterisatIon, and dialogue, A dramatist must
study the ways in which the dramatic has
been m i may he made theatric: that is
what technique means,*
~
And from another authority, John Howard lawson, there is only
a slight variation in the answer to the question:
technique?

What is

Lv;-:: ■ -v
Technique 1# often used in a narrow
sense, as meaning simply the ways and
means of getting various effects, the
illusions by which the artist intrigues
his public.
'
I use the term as meaning the whole
relationship between tho artist and his
material, the sources from which the ma
terial is drawn, the process by whteh it
is organized, and the standards by which
the finished project is judged.2

•
'

v.:^
.

From these authorities one comos te the conclusion that
technique is rather broad and inclusive.

Hot only must there

be a conflict in which emotion is expressed through tho ac
tions of the characters and their dialogue, but it also in
cludes the elements of time and place.

Viewed in even a

broader sense technique involves a careful survey of the
sources from which the dramatist chooses his material, the
processes by which he selects and creates, the degree of per
fection of each element which he devises for interpretation,
and finally the standards by which his finished work is judged.

"^Bake:r, op. cit., pV 46.

2John Howard Lawson, Theory and Technique of Playuritlnf.
P. vii

The elements of action and emotion must not he mechan
ical and promiscuous, hut must possess the living qualities
that intensify or heighten the conflict.

Since action ex

ists for a purpose— to further the progress of the play •
under existing emotional strain— it is always in the pro*
ease of developing, and must, of necessity, rise out of the
preceding action, changing, as the situation demands, to
other and different action#*

And action Is not always a

physical movement, hut may ho almost a mental state which may
ho expressed h y a vacant look, a stated position, a certain
turn of the head; a raising of tho .eyebrow, or a confused
look to create emotional response.

*

Emotion, genuinely ex

pressed, may exist in the quiet unthinking figure, the strug- •
gling victim, the despairing mother, or the hupyant youth.
The proper existing emotional element in the right place at
the right time becomes seemingly "living emotion,"

and as so

designated. Baker thinks ought to move continuously from one
emotion to the next.1
It is easily seen that all essential elements, in turn,
are utilized by the dramatist through proper selection, pro
portion, emphasis, and movement for the purpose of clearness.
Suitable adaptations of these elements are made throughout
the development of tho play beginning with a subject and mov
ing by plot to a heightened climax, making a whole#

op. clt*. p. 21.

However, the continual attempt among playwrights and
critics to define accurately dramatic technique is notice
able.

lawson states in his discussion of technique that

some dramatists and would-be writers think that "technique
ia not regarded as a creative weapon hut as a woh of dusty
abstractions in which the artistic impulso is caught and
strangled."1

But whether technique is the framework, a

method, a form, a device, an intrigue, a trick, a web, or a
shell, or whether it is purely the result of an inspiration,
it exists.

And although almost all dramatic writers have

tried to formulate absolute definitions of dramatic technique
these definitions, when W i t t e n down, sometimes seem to lack
in fullness of meaning.

Other dramatists, feeling that tech

nique is not so tangible, hesitate to say that it is pos
sible to define it accurately.

Brander Matthews * one of the

m o d e m critics, insists that "the rules laid down tentative
ly or arbitrarily for the theorist of the theatre are but
groping efforts to grasp the underlying principles which we
oan seise only unsatisfactorily, which exist in the passions
and sympathies of the human race." .
Because technique involves human emotions, and because
it is difficult to say how deeply these dominant human emo
tions are Involved, it is not easy to find a well formulated

T&aweon, op. clt., p. ix.
B c a M e r Matthews, fhe Principles of Playmaking, p. 10.

and an exactly stated definition of dramatic technique.

Some

of the "better knotm modern commentators hesitate to-"be so
specific.

Says ilatthens in discussing this matter:
In't h e ■liberal arts, wherein emotion
dominates and individuality is all im
portant , we cannot hope for the vocab
ulary of tho sciences, wherein fact
rules and the personal equation is cau
tiously eliminated.1

And Lawson soems no loss sure in regard to the necessity of
emotional Imguage.

-

George Bernard Shaw, who has written with
"brilliant rationality about the theatre;
turns out to be an inspire*lonsllet in re
gard to M s own work:
‘I am asked to dofine the principles that govern the dramatist in his selections of themes and meth
ods of treatment. But pray, who told you,
gentlemen, that the dramatists arcs governed:
by principles, or that they have any eholee
in their selections of themes and methods?
*I am not governed by principles; I
am inspired, how or why I cannot explain. '
because I do not know; but inspiration it
must bo; for it comes to mo without any
reference to my own ends or interests. *2

.

nevertheless, a general explanation of technique and a
practical approach is possible.

And, after the examination

of much material to find a theory for playwriting or answer
to the question "What is technique?” one finds that most of
the great artists regard technique as purely academic.

That

is, it conforms to scholarly rules or traditions of literary
learning, rather than to the eciontlfio or technical, and it

Grander Matthews, A Study of the Drama, p. 110.

2_

.

'

.

'■

'Lawson, op, elt

.

"

-

-

la decidedly something to he developed within the mind of the
playwright as the result of much progressive study, practice,
and observation.
The technique of any dramatist may he
defined roughly, as his ways, methods,
and devices for getting his desired
ends. Ho dramatist has this technique
as a gift at birth, nor does he acquire
it merely by writing plays. He reads
and sees past and present plays, prob
ably in large numbers. If he is like
most young dramatists, for example
Shakespeare on the ono hand and Ibsen
on the other, he works imitatively at
first. He, too, has his love’s Labors
Lost, or Feast at SoXhaagTI
Furthermore, one must come to realise that the writing
of d r a m is an art.

Clayton Hamilton, who is an authority

on ploymaking, says that "playmaking is not a science, but
an art:

and in this art, the human equation, with its almost

infinite potentialities of variations, obtrudes itself to a
greater extent than in the practice of any of the other arts."2
From the study of drama, one learns that there are more
or less permanent conventions which govern it,

Relative to

the fact that these governing principles need to be discover
ed, Broader Matthews says:
The basis of genuine appreciation of any
art is ah understanding of its principles.
Any attempt to discuss architecture as
separate from construction is sterile, for
the beauty of architecture is often in the
adaptation of the moans to an end— a beauty

^Baker, op, cit., p. 1.
^Clayton Hamilton, So You Aro Going To Write a Play, p. is.

not to be appreciated by those Indifferent
to the technique of the art of building.
So also some acquaintance with the various
methods of putting pigment on canvas is a
condition precedent to any firm grasp of
pictorial art. And the technique of the
drama is less simple than either of these,
since the architect builds in stone mid
steel, and the painter a r m s with colors,
whereas the work of the dramatist must be
devisod for interpretation by the actor.
The dramatic art is really two fold, since
it is really the result of a necessary un
ion of the efforts of the playwright and
of the player, neither of them is able to
accomplish his purpose without the aid of
the other. To achieve a dramatic master
piece, the dramaturgic skill of tho author
must utilize to tho utmost the histrionic
skill of the actor.1
As soon as a clear understanding and meaning of the above
quotation is arrived at, one realizes that the knowledge of tho
history of the drama must go hand in hand with the writing of
tho drama.

It would hardly be possible to explain technique

without discussing the development of its history.

For a com

prehensive and complete theory ecuId not be attained until a
solid foundation had been established, the achievement of
which is possible only after a thorough knowledge and under
standing of all the ideas and processes which have determined
the drama's development.

It is John Howard lawson with his

wide experience in the field of drama who says:
The history of dramatic thought supplies
us with certain principles which have
been very generally accepted as basic
elements in the technique of playwriting.
The laws of conflict, unity, and action
have been variously interpreted, and have

Brunder Matthews, A Study of the Drama, p. 5.

often been formulated so broadly or ab
stractly as to deprive them of any Gen
erate meaning* The gap between theory
and practice has not been bridged, and
the traditional laws have remained on the
theoretical side of the ehassu When we
try to define these terms accurately, wo
find that they are not mutually exclusive,
but overlap and flee into one another. 1
Furthermore, George Pierce Baker says that m e soon realises
that m y dramatist who has ever reached any heights towards
success not only has conquered all that has preceded him in
technique, but has also a clear understanding of its his*4torioal development. He thinks the real gift, then, to the
young playwright in the drama of the past, is the illustra
tion of the essentials of drama.

From these essentials the

would-be playwright hopes to learn the truth and apply it in
his own.2
The history of all successful drama in different eGen
tries, and at different periods, created by dramatic artists,
reveals that the laws of drama apply equally to the Uedoa of
Euripides, or the great Sanscrit drama, Sakuntala, of Kalidasa,
or the Chinese Sorrows of Han, or the Cherry Orchard of Chekhov,
or the Great God Brcsm by Eugene OHIoill.

In fact, in each

ease, the dramatic effect Is produced by an identical process,
which gives the play soope— a beginning, a middle, and an end.
To all these applies the theory of Aristotle, who was really

"^Lawson, op. cit., p. 160.
^aker, op. cit., p. 5.

9

the first to present the ifiea that dramatic technique possessed
"magnitude" with architectural proportions.

To Aristotle, a

drama was similar to a beautiful building, a structure in lit
erature, no part of which could be left out without injury to
the whole.1

At the same time each part was to be well propor-

.

tinned: the plot not too long, the action not out of harmony,
and the place appropriately chosen.

And from the Aristotelian

theory of technique there was developed at a later date "The
Three Unities" of dramatic technique, "Unity of Time, Unity of
Place, and Unity of Action."

Brander Matthews clarifies the

meaning of "The Three Unities":^
It must deal with only a single story;
and this is the Unity of Action. It
must never change the scene massing its
episodes in a single locality; and this
is the Unity of Place. And it must com
press its successive situations into the
space of twenty-four hours, into a ein-_
gle day; and this is the Unity of Time.
These unities are valid to the modern dramatist as they were
to the ancients.

Hot all modern dramatists, and not even

Shakespeare, though there is evidence of his understanding
"The Three Unities", conformed always to this mechanical de
vice in the construction of plays.

Since it is a known fact

Lawson, op. clt.. p. 160.

2
Lawson, op. oit.. p. 3.
Grander Matthews, A Study of the Drama, p. 275.

10

that drama differs fundamentally from the epic and from prose
fiction, there certainly must be some essential principles
which it can call its own.

And if this all important essential

can be found and designated then one may he said to possess the
sole lav; of the drama, the one obligation which all writers for
the stage must accept.1All successful drama starts with the central characters of
that play wanting something convincingly enough to strive for
it.

There is always contention of some sort.

This conflict

may be a struggle for principles between characters, between
factions, or even between the conscious will and the subcon
scious urge.

Whatever it is, the central characters must want

it sufficiently to put forth effort for the attainment.
is "’the exercise of volition.’

It

This Bruneti&re declared to

be the sole law of the drama."1
23 Brander Matthews, speaking of
Brunet litre, says that "he made it plain that drama must reveal
the human will In action; and that the central figure in a
play must know what he wants and must strive for it with In
cessant determination.
The will which creates drama is directed toward a specific
goal.

Hot only is that will a conscious will, but a strong

will.

In substantiation of this statement John Howard Lawson

says:

1
Brander Matthews, A Study of the Drama. p. 94.
2Ibid., pp. 95-100.
3Ibid., p. 97.

She essential character of drama is social
conflict— persons against other persons,
or individuals against groups, or groups
against other groups or individuals, or
groups against social or other natural
forces— in which the conscious will, exert
ed for the accomplishment of specific and
understandable aims, is sufficiently strong
to bring the conflict to a crisis, 1
The central characters caught in the eternal conflict
move forward through action and dialogue from "emotion to
emotion" with consistent continuity until a unity of climax
is reached*
After the playwright has studied all this available ma
terial he comes to the conclusion, says Baker,
.

that dramatic technique— methods and de
vices for gaining in the theatre a drama
tist's desired ends— is historically of
three kinds: universal, special, and in
dividual* There are certain essentials
which all good plays from Aeschylus to
lord Dtmsany share in part.2

From the study of history the would-be playwright learns
that the "universal element" is common to all good drama of
all ages.

This common or "universal" element he eventually

discovers to be the element of structure, which has to do
with the Unity of Time, the Unity of Place, tho Unity of Ac
tion,

In the writing of drama the "universal" may be safely

copied*
If a dramatist is wide awake he realises the limitations

1
2

Lawson, op. oit., p. 168*
Baker, op, oit*, p. 2.

of the "universal. ”

At onco ho looks to the d r a m of a spe

cial period, suoh as Elisafcethan drama, or the drama of the
Restoration period.

This special drama cannot he copied with

profit hut studied for suggestions rather than for a model.
The "individual” element applies to the particular drama
that the playwright creates.

The quality of the individual

work depends upon his environment, education, and ability.
In the "individual” the playwright attempts to express his
own soul through his own ohosen theme.

He makes use of his

own imagination and tries his own creative power and pro
ceeds from inspiration to give life to his play, which, when
finished, leaves a single impression of completeness.

George

Pierce Baker says:
The man who grows from a technique which
permits him to write a good play because
it accords with historical practice to
the technique which makes possible for
him a play which no one else could hare
written, must work under three great mas
ter®: Constant Practice, Exacting Scru
tiny of the work, and above all. Time.
Only when he has stood the tests of those
Masters is he the matured artist.1
From this analysis, one comes to realise that plays
which possess all the essentials including accurately con
veyed emotion given in a space of two or three hours under
existing conditions of the modern stage constitute producible
drama.

"Sjaker i op. cit., p. vi.

CHAPTBB II
Oscar W, Firkin®

Oscar LY Firkins
Possessing many of the qualities of the matured artist
who has combine& the "universal" ana "individual" elements
of the drama, Oscar V/* Firkins, educator, critic, and play
wright, evinces distinct characteristics that make Firkins
just "Firkins*.

The reason for this cannot be easily ex

plained , but some remarks are certainly necessary for the un
derstanding of his works, which some critics have acclaimed as
too delicate for criticism.

A clearer comprehension of his

plays may be gained through some knowledge of the man and his
purpose in life.
His friend and associate. Dr. Richard Burton, writes of
him:
Let it be distinctly said, before making
further analysis of the intellectual and
the spiritual qualities that add to ex
press the man, that something rare, high,
utterly aside from the usual, must be re
cognized if any help from outside his work
is to be gained.1
Compiled opinions of students are expressed thus: the
man who displayed such "gentleness of nature but inflexibil
ity of intellect and morals"*
2 was most eccentric and original;
the scholar who "coined epigrams with no more seeming effort

^Qscar Vf. Firkins, Memoirs and Letters of, p. 5; herein
after cited as Memoirs and Letters of Oscar TT7 Firkins.
2Ibid., p. 14.

than most people would put into tho compilation of a grocery
order"^ had no pationoo with the misuse of words;

tho think

er who saw "the world of stage, however, like the world of
hooks, quite as real to him as the world in which ho,neces
sarily lived,1,2 was capable of being both depressed and ex
alted;

the teaeher who "instilled into his pupils,not so much

the letter of the law as the high principles of morality and
good taste that dictated.hi® own behavior"® exemplified oatholio ity toward all;

the creative artist who "wanted his works

to bo just as good as his greatest efforts could make them"
was ever restless;

and the human being who was a recluse when

he ohoso, but mould bo most charmingly entertaining when he ac
cepted social responsibility, "was in the general scope broad
in his interests and sympathetic in his attitude"; yet, he
lived "a philosophy of solitude,"

However, his sister says

his "solitude" was far from passive, for "there was in his na
ture a rigor, a tenacity of opinion and purpose which admitted
no compromise with expediency.

Memoirs and letters of Oscar Tu Firkins. p, 51.
EIbld., p. 50.
5 Ibid., p. 33.
Ibid., p* 26.
^Ibld., p. vi.

The story of his mature life in the particulars of environ
ment, education, and daily activities, ran smoothly enough. But,
after reading the history of his early life and after knowing
the man through his xvorks, his students, hie friends, his sister,
and his personal letters, one cannot help feeling that the twig
had been severely inclined if not bent in childhood*

For this

strange, gifted and almost mysterious personality had depths of
inherent principles which gave evidence of Instilled childhood
training and environment.

Then, too, he was not of the earthly

earth, but lived within the cloistered circles of a construc
tive educational atmosphere and imposed upon himself rigid rules
of living which had limiting tendencies toward the idealistic
and spiritual personality,
Beoordo show that from early childhood Firkins was a con
stant reader;
an avid reader.

in this ho was like his mother, who was known as
His sister says that her brother, Oscar, learned

to read at the early age of five and never wanted to do anything
else.

He graduated from the University of Minnesota at the ago

of twenty.

Soon afterwards, he became an instructor of English

in his own university.
made a professor of

His advancement was gradual until he was

English.

of Comparative literature;

later he resigned to become head

this honor and distinction he held

until hie death in 1932.*
During the years of 1919 to 1921, there was a two-years1

^Memoirs and letters of Oscar V/. Firkins, pp. 3-35.

M

interlude from his college tasks;

haring been called to Hem

York, he assumed the position of dramatic critic for the Ho®
York periodical, "fho Weekly Review."

Dr. Richard Barton said

of his work, as a student of dramaturgy, that it "was too orig
inal, too subtle, penetrating and polished to be easily appre
ciated.

Ho writer on a daily, even if possessed of the ability,

could have duplicated aueh work.

But it was recognized b y the

few, if not by the many."3During the time Oscar Firkins woo dramatic critic for "The
Weekly Review,V

William Archer, London*s first critio of tho

stage, came to America to lecture and asked to meet Doctor
Firkins as the "one" man of hie oholee.

A M "the two men, utter

ly different in personality, found they were brothers under the
Bkln."3- Later, William Archer characterised Oscar Firkins in
the London Daily Telegraph as "the ablest of the living American
critics of the drama,"8

His profoundness of thought and his

ability wore recognized by tho editor of "The Weekly Review,"
who said of him:
ing.

"Mr. Firkins was a man of rarest understand

I was certain when I asked him to follow the Hew York

drama for The Weekly Review that ho would make a great reputa
tion in that field."*
2

And he did:

in fact, ho did it so ably

^l!emoirs and Letters of Oscar W. Firkins. p. 8.
2 Ibid., p. 148.

CHAPTER III
Firkins*8 Theory and Conception of Drama

If

that Dr. Richard Burton thinks that "in time Firkins will he
seen as a distinguished critical mind, with the originality of
expression necessary to give his important views the savor of
fine letters."1
After he had resumed his college work, he continued to keep
in touch with the drama of the current times.

Each year at

Christmas time he made a trip to lev/ York for the express pur
pose of seeing the play of the season.

And upon his return

after the lew Year, he always gave a university lecture on the
dramas he had seen and enjoyed.

One of his students expresses

the following opinion:
For many of the little talks on "Current
Broadway Plays" that he gave on his return
filled some of the happiest and most unfor
gettable hours in the college year, lot
only that, but v/e learned from him then, if
we had not known before, the high standard
by which he measured the worth of a play.
In those hours we came face to face with the
Critic in Oscar Firkins....2
He had in his class utterance, a startling
felicity. Those present could not but feel
that they were listening to scholarship in
terpreted by wit and epigrammatic analysis
of a damascus-blade sharpness and brilliance,
to criticism that rose far above ordinary
classroom limits, and followed him with the
permanent best of his profession.3
It was a source of pleasure to him that his own university

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar W. Firkins, p. 18.

2Ibid., p. 32.
3Ibid., p. 23.

18

recognized in him a "son of genius, and allowed him his own way
in his work. **•
From his constant study of classical literature, he enriched not only hie own understanding hut that of his students.
One of them said of him:

"He seemed to have read everything in

every language generally known by scholars . . . .

He was per

fectly at home in German and French literature."^

To him char

acters in literature as well as their authors were as "flesh
and blood creatures."

Says Hetta Wilson, who was one of his

appreciative students:
He was able to see and present a writer of
the past as a living human being because
he did not view Shelley or Hugo or Goethe in
the abstraction. He viewed them as complete
men whose art was not logically separable
from their characters, nor their characters un
influenced by the fact that they were artists.3
The published works of Firkins consist of (1) critical
studies of Ralph Waldo Baerson, Jane Austen, William Dean Howells,
Cyrus Horthrop; (2) Selected Essays, and (3) several books of
plays, including Two Passengers for Chelsea and Other Plays, The
Bride of Quietness and Other Plays.

A total of thirteen volumes

will be left as a substantial monument of the literary activities
of Oscar W. Firkins.

Memoirs and Letters of Oscar Vf. Firkins» p. 10.
^Ibid., p. 24.

3Ibid.i p. 25.

Hi3 ambitions for the development in the literary fields
of his election began at the time of his entrance to high
school, but his struggle for recognition was long and tedious
It is said that for many years a lack of success in placing
his literary works before the world was a saddening and a die
appointing experience that robbed him of much of the joy in
achievement, which his friends and students felt should have
been his.

In one of his letters which he had written to a

friend. Dr. Richard W. Boynton, much of the real man. Firkins
is revealed.
I have been passing through a moral as
well as a material November, a season of
blankness, grayness, depressions, final
ities, which has left me hardly fit for
the genial office of correspondent. Noth
ing definite has really happened, yet I
have a lively sense of renunciations and
vanishings. or readjustments to perman
ently straitened and saddened conditions.
The sum of evils is, as commonly happens
with me, far less imposing in recital
th&n painful in experience, consisting in
brief of a marked aggravation of my chron
ic nervous disorder, a series of vexations
and disappointments in my literary and quasi
literary work, and a moral shock, the
slight ground of which has been redoubled
and multiplied by a sensitiveness which re
fuses to yield to my clear sense of its ir
rationality. I have reached a point where
the returns of life seem definitely less
than its outlay. This may pass with time,
as the impressions we call final are so
prone to do.... Evolution breeds one drag
on while it slays another. Abolition
rather lightens than removes the chain
from the negro, and the inequality so vigor
ously repudiated in the case of black and
white calmly reasserts itself in the rela
tion of wealth and poverty.... One of the
easements of my recent depression has been

tho p 0^7or to write vorGO much more readily
than of old; I do not write much even now,
but both suggestion and execution have become
more facile.1
In a later letter to tho same friend he wrote, "I find travel
2

a counterpoise to morbid introspection."

In his home life, which ho shared with his mother and two
sisters, there was always perfect cooperation on their part;
every consideration possible for a successful career was given
him.

They read to save his eyes;

possible material annoyances;

they shielded him from all

and they made every effort to

provide the proper atmosphere for hie creative work.

His

sister’s impressions of him are valuable, sines she refers to
his life as well as his work in the following;

V y brother’s life was one of high purpose,
of absolute probity, of intellectual In
tegrity, but of social maladjustment.
Prom early manhood he lived in a state of
ohronio nervous exhaustion; ho was handi
capped through poor eyesight; ho under
went a long, saddening struggle for pro
fessional and literary recognition; his
emotional life was repressed and starved;
he had an Emersonian idealism without the
Emersonian serenity; these conditions
tortured a sensitive and gentle spirit.3
His friends and students seem to have seen the lighter and more
delightful side of him, ’’geniality of spirit and an expression

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar W. Firkins, pp. 41,44 .
2Ibid.. p. 55.:

3 Ibid., p. vi.

of urbanity", which hie sister says "was not a dominant, al
though it was a minor and delightful characteristic."1
Dare one suggest that had Firkins possessed and exper
ienced the love of an immediate family he could have reached
much greater heights, and, perhaps, have been less limited in
possible ways

of emotional expression which might have served

as a bit of strength to him physically and spiritually?

His

friend and associate. Doctor Burton, feeling that Firkins*s
personal shyness needed a balance on the physical and worldly
side to cope with his intellectual, his aesthetic, and his
spiritual powers, says of him:
The deepening of character that comes
through marriage and the knowledge of
womanhood and parenthood were not his.
Me conceived of it only through his
imagination. Yet his treatment of the
sex relations, and of those psycholog
ically intimate experiences that derive
from sex union was, as his writings
testify, rich, profound, and many-sided.
Part of his ideality, I think, came of
this limitation in actual living. It
helps to explain him.2

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar </. Firkins, p. v.

2Ibld.. p. 11.

Firkins *s Theory and Conception of Drama
Oscar ?/• Firkins1s concept ion of drama, his theory of
dramatic technique, and his attitude toward the playwriting
of any dramatist are given in his various criticisms of drama
and in articles on technique which he submitted for publica
tion to current magasines and journals;

in an essay entitled

"Action in Drama," found in hie hock. Selected Essays* and
in his notes on the drama, found In Memoirs and letters.
Since this thesis is to he based largely upon the writings and notes found in Memoirs and Letters, one of his essays
"Action in Drama," taken from Selected Essays, and his pub
lished article called "The Making of Plays," appearing in
Minnesota Quarterly, with the conclusions drawn partly from
these, together with the results obtained from tho production
3
of several plays, it is necessary that a detailed explanation
and discussion of these should follow.
Dominant characteristics of Firkins *s writings include a
display of profoundness, disregard for dramatic form, belief
in the reality of epigrammatic dialogue, reverence for the
truth, and a taste for ethical and moral qualities.

Hence,

choosing original characters for some of his dramas as well
as making use of characters already well known in literature
and history, such as Hamlet, Carlyle, and Tennyson, Firkins
;

:

has a way of creating situations that depend upon refined

to

emotions and sprightly dialogue, and, at the same time, sug
gest a possible outcome.

One realizes then that as a drama

tist he is confronted with an immense task— that of writing
producible plays some of Which should possess literary ex
cellence.
Erom Oscar Firkins*s critical writings and from his notes
one discerns at once his gripping insight and his keen under
standing of any drama; his ability to judge plays, as one of
the outstanding critics of the day, classes him as a profound
student of drama and a deep thinker.
him:

J. Bryan Allin says of

"In those reviews he clearly demonstrated his ability to

apply his principles.

And it was a tribute to his taste that

he was able to judge plays in Hew York as calmly and as sensi
bly as he had judged them b e f o r e . B e c a u s e of his unflagging
concentration in drama and literature, which enabled him to
grasp quickly and profoundly when he read or saw a play, he
was able to go straight to the heart of things; he saw and
understood not only the context but the entire structure and
its effect on the audience.

His close friend and associate.

Dr. Richard Burton, says of him:

"For insight, brilliant dis

play of wit, always with an underlying serious purpose, keen
analysis of the material under survey, and the application of
tests founded on the best traditions both of criticism and the
art of the stage, no dramatic criticism of the time in Hew York was*
.
V

.*1

J. Bryan Allin, "Oscar 17. Firkins", American Review.
V. 1, p. 313.
"
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comparable with his."*'

All of hie criticisms show intellectual

boldness, and this was recognized by hie contemporaries.

"He

had the intellectual audacity of a Hathan, without the critic’s
lapses of taste and fondness for the grotesqueries of language.
He was as scholarly as VVoolloott or Young and as sound as Burns
Mantle, Atkinson, or B r o w n . F i r k i n s not only criticized
drama but poetry as well, and hie profoundness of intellect is
noted in that field.

"I find him at his best in appraising

poetry, possibly because he cared most deeply for it; or be
cause he recognized poetry as the highest exponent of litera
ture."®
His students, who usually were of the superior type, recog
nize his insight and intellectual integrity.
One of his gifts as a teacher was his ability
to impart a broad, panoramic view of a book
or a play or even a literary period, and at
the same time to emphasize the salient points
so that they became fixed and served as points
of departure for a new and independent survey,
if we wished to make one. He was a guide who
led us through hitherto unexplored country,
showing it to us both from the hilltop and at
close range. Then, selecting from the whole
mass of impressions the chief points of inter
est and value, he gave them permanence in his
outlines. His lecture expanded and developed
the aphorisms into which he ultimately recompressed them.4
Thus he demonstrates his keen sense of analysis and again hie
originality in constructive teaching.

.

One student wrote:

empire and Letters of Oscar ¥. Firkins, p. 7.
'Ibid.» p. 8.

I have hoard him translate at sight into
beautiful English prose a passage of
Rousseau, pausing only an Infinitesimally
brief moment«to select the exact word to
make the writer's thought immediately
clear to his audience. For was his knowl
edge of languages restricted to the works
of the hundreds of authors ho was acquaint
ed with. The "lives’* of these men and wo
men meant' fully as much to him as their
books.... Ho saw the lives of groat writ
ers as dramas, in which actions wore moti
vated by unending conflict between the
artist's exalted devotion to his ideal and
the human being's cares and affections in
daily life. He spoke of the authors wo
read of as friends, whose human weaknesses
and shortcomings were far outweighed by the
fullness of their lives and the magnitude
of their works of art.l
Speaking eri tie ally of what William lyon Phelps has to say re
garding Galsworthy's work Firkins not only transcends the
thoughts contained In the essay but clearly demonstrates his
understanding of Galsworthy's works and at the same time bold
ly reveals his power as a critic.

"Hr. Galsworthy is justly

praised for his high merits.... Mr. Galsworthy is the rare
ease, perhaps the sole Case, of the author gifted with the
power of creating individuals, who instinctively subordinates
individuals to conditions."8
In a similar manner, William lyon Jhelps criticised Barrie
in Essays on Modern Dramatists.

In the eritiolsa of this book,

Mr. Firkins again demonstrates his intellectual soundness and

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar \7. Firkins, p. 24.
8 Oscar W. Firkins, "Professor Phelps on Modern Dramatists,
Weekly Review. July 2, 19B1, p. 15.
.
.

seope of ttoiorotanding.
Mr. Phelps^ first sontonoe rooommonas
onconditional surrender to J. II. Barrio's
plays. Very good: one might merely slip
in the remark that the warrant for uncon
ditional surrender in the arts is pre
cisely the some as its warrant in arms—
that is, the attack should he irresistible.
This would not embarrass Mr. Phelps. Hero
is Barrio's equipment: Ho has tho intel
lectual grasp of Galsworthy, tho normal
earnestness of Jonos, tho ironical mirth
of Synge, tho unearthly fantasy of Buns any,
the consistent logic of Srvine, the wit", of
Shew, the technical excellence of Pinero,
It might soom as if Barrie wore a roll of
clippings, or as if nature had passed
around the hat among all the living dram
atists for his substance. But this is a
mistake, for Mr. Phelps goes on to explain,
Barrie has a combination of charm and ten
derness possessed, by no othor man. 1
In the above quotation Firkins not only displays his profound
ness and keen analysis of d r a m , but also his love for the
chatty type of writer which Barrio was.
semblance in their careers.

There is also a re

Both men had mothers who inspired

them in their work and provided backgrounds for their spiritual
mad idealistic personalities.
Firkins'e "intellectual boldness" or scope is, indeed, farreaching.

For in studying a drama his intimacy with the author

is most strikingly apparent.

He seems to be able to probe the

mind of the author as well as his works.
0 'Belli captured at one stroke the elect
and the plebeians. H® did thin by no
slight of hand or deep premeditation,
but simply by expressing honestly a mind
that had points of sympathy with both

^Oscar 57. Firkins, "Professor Phelps on Modern Dramatists,"
Weekly Review. July. 2, 1921, p. 15.

the higher and the lower public.... He
is a poet disguised as a hoodlum.... He
is loss obsessed by sox than most flour
ishing dramatists.... The strong points
in p’lloill are imagination, originality,
sense of the theatre. His weak points
are the streak of distemper, the limita
tion of themes, and the imperfect mas
tery of structure o± the full-length
play. 1
As further evidence of his probity, one may read what Firkins
says of Shelley, for whom he had groat respect.

11Shelley, the

idealist, has become for posterity a glorified ideal.
poetry In human form;
ance In human form.

He is

ho is the aspiration for world deliver
He is not the first of poets nor the first

of deliverers, but ho is the first among the ineamations of
both ideals."2
Firkins1s intellectual grasp seemed to have the tentacles
of an octopus;

and when he chose he could absorb sustenance

even from abstractness.

In writing "On Happiness," he said:

In war neither the general nor the private
is happy; but the historian who records the
war, the poet who sings it, the statist or
legist who discusses it, and even the corres
pondent who reports it,may be happy. The in
ference would be that not the plane of action
and passion, but the; plane of observation and
sympathy, was most favorable to happiness.
The materials for observation and sympathy
are always and everywhere available.5

^Memoirs and letters of Oscar 17. Firkins, p. 278.
2 Ibid., p. 285.
3 Ibid., p. 286.

*8

Firkins’o profundity is further evinced hy his possession
of the temper of a transcendentaliat.
any problem*

He was able to discuss

The following extract is from a letter in which

he discussed "good and evil" or "ultimata in history."
If liberty became permanent in England
after despotism, despotism became perman
ent in Rome after liberty. Domooracy
perished in Athens and carried down lit
erature and philosophy with it. The
beautiful Renaissance in Hon England was
as short-lived as the Puritan rigor of
which it was tho exquisite but fragile
offshoot. Even tho great moral advances
seem incomplete if not delusive to tho
eye of retrospect. Evolution breeds one
dragon while it slays another. 1
Definitely and rather tersely he presents his conception
of drama, his theory of ploy-writing, as wo 11 as his idoas of
what an artist’s attitude toward his work should be.

However,

in his own creations there are many variations in hie tech
nique,

Tho reasons for this will be shown later.

Firkins does not cling strictly to the common idea of
rising action, climax, and falling action, but is rather
broad in his point of view.

However, in spite of his tolerant

and sympathetic attitude, he reveals his preferences in his
criticisms, in his rules for tho writing of drama, and in his
’own works.

To him the,best of drama may or may not always pre

sent itself in the accepted form, complications, a turning
point, and resolution;

1

but if it does, it must bo more than

Memoirs and Letters of Oscar \7. Firkins, p. 43.

thl®#

For ooapleteness, it must be found possessing unity of

offset, displaying masterful literary stylo, existing as an
admirable medium of art, and at the same time demanding rec
iprocity.

While he says:

"the principle, spooking loosely,

is the conrerestion of interest....
the auaionco.,fl

The object is to please

This statement almost coincidos tjith Baker's

idea of "technique - methods and devices for gaining in the
theatre a dramatist's desired ends."8
Firkins's definition of drama reads:

nA play is a series

of states of mint, of changing states of mind;

or rather it

is the means of acquainting one with such series,"

But in his

seven tests for drama, Oscar Firkins asks that there be a con
flict of some sort with a dramatic presentation;

and in this

ho agrees with the technique already set up from the writings
of recognised authorities that the inherent principle of a
play is found to be within the minds of the central characters.
That is, they want somethipgi sufficiently to make an effort to
attain it through activities that are theatric in a dramatic
sense.

Their minds, being not only conscious minds but pro

gressively active, constitute the "volition of the will in
action."3

This he accepts.

Further than this, one finds

Oscar Firkins tolerant to tho extent that he will accept drama

1Oscar W. Firkins, "The Making of Ploys," Minnesota
Quarterly. Spring, 1932, pp. 7-14.
2Baker, op. cit.. p. 2.
SBrander Matthews, A Study of the D r a m , p. 94.

that centers in an exciting Qeestlon* for in his "Hotes” on
"The Principles of Literary Criticism" ho asks, "Does tho
play ask ana answer an exciting guest ion?"3- Hov/ever, on the
other hand, ho shone his preforenoo for tho "conflict" nhich
at the same time must ho dramatically presontod.
In the structure there must be magnitude not only of topic
and motive but also in attention:

the topic or subject must

possess northwhilenoss, the motives must bo sincere, and the
attention must not only be demanded by the play itself but
given in return by the audience.
The quality of the dialogue ought to possess significance;
that is, it must bo perfectly clear and lively, and must affil
iate drama nith literature.

The characters must possess that

quality or appearanoo that mokes them not only different from
each other in the play but possess the distinctive qualities'of
vividness, freshness, and naturalness.

It ought to be morally

sound, that is, capable of presenting or governing and perhaps
Influencing for the right.

"To call on art to ignore morals Is

to ask it virtually to ignore human nature."*
2
In order t o get a more definite point of view one may
examine his "Tests for Drama" which are given in his notes on
drama from his course in Principles of Literary Criticism and
published in Memoirs and Letters.

These canons he considers

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar \7, Firkins, p. 263.
2 Oscar W. Firkins, "The Making of Plays," Minnesota
Quarterly. Spring, 1932, pp. 7-14.
’
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specific criteria that can he applied to any drama.

He calls

them "The Seven Test for Drama.w

<

' 1. The test for drama. Does the play ask
and answer an exciting question, or does it
portray conflict or its equivalent? Is the
question or conflict dramatically represent
ed?
2. The test for structure. Does the play
keep to one question? Are the motives apt and
adequate? Does it demand and repay close
attention?
3. The test for dialogue. Is it perfectly
clear? is it ‘lively? Does It affiliate
drama and literature?
4. The test for literature. Does the play
possess seriousness and style?
5. The test for character. Is the characterizatfon fresh, vivid, and natural?
6. The test for the problem. Is there a
problem? (This is not imperative even in
great drama.) Is the problem dramatized?
Is it impartially stated?
7. The test for morals. Is the moral sound,
sincere, and fairly deduced?^*
Because of his analytical mind and transcendent powers,
»

■

Firkins possesses qualities that make him more or less supersensitive.

And in his conception of drama, his interest vi

brates with the strongest of power consciousness; that is,
he sees the drama with the full spotlight of intellect— first,
the whole in its completeness, then, each part separately:
the structure, the dialogue, the problem as well as its morals,
and the full relationship of each part to the other.
The so-called dramatic unities, which have become the
special characteristics of the classical drama, Involving the

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar TJ. Firkins, p. 262,

working out of a plot in ono particular place, the completion
of action within a definite time, and the direct hearing of
all the incident® on the development of the story hy plot to
a heightened climax, wore certainly well understood hy Firkins,
For, in one of his contributions to the publishers of the
University of Minnesota Press, Firkins outlines the conditions
of successful drama with definite reference to "magnitude" or
"structure."
Thinking perhaps that ho had found the enduring, the test
ed, and approved method of writing plays, Oscar Firkins classi
fies them under seven heads,
I think the following proscriptions or
counsels may bo laid down as the normal
conditions of successful drama:.
First, the play should occupy between two
and three hours.
Second, it should bo compact in space and
time without being necessarily either con
tinuous in time or identical in place.
Third, it should consist primarily of ac
tion. primarily of interaction (recipro
city) , and it should have an Interest for
the eye.
.
Fourth,'its action should be progressive,
unified, and casual, and its order should
be the order of fact.
Fifth, its character should be prevailingly
hraaan, and its plane should be the plane of
fact, unconfused by tho admission on equal
terras of secondary planes (dreams, conjec
tures, recollections).
Sixth, it should confine itself to the
probable and to those deviations from the
probable which art requires and custom
sanctions.
Seventh, it should not on tho basis of a
thoughtful and benevolent disrespect for
the intelligence of the majority of its
patrons.1
1 Oscar V/. Firkins, "The Making of Plays,”
Quarterly. Spring, 1932, pp. 7-14.

Minnesota

However, Oscar Pirkins is not so conceited as to think
that his outlined conditions for drama are absolutely neces
sary to every successful play.

He says:

When I speak of 'the1 method of writing
plays, I do not use the article 'the * in
the sense that implies that success through
other channels is impossible,... Indeed, it
might be almost affirmed that while the dis
covery of the proper mode of writing plays
has been mado, the discovery that that dis
covery has been made is yet to come.l
Rather, ho welcomes the normal and the exceptional in drama
and urges the playing of all drama,

"let us enjoy all that

ee can enjoy and admire,.. only let us not confound their
identities.
ception;

Call the rule the rule and the exception the ex

then the rule will not smother the exception, and

the exception will not menace the rule."3. But since a fool
ing of security and a sense of ease come to the playgoer as
well as the technician when ho accepts the divisions into acts
and the unities, Oscar Firkins thinks there is no demand for
variance.

For ho says, "fhoro is an order of things";1 and,

while the definite order alluded to migfct not give all the ad
vantages of tho familiar, at worst it would abolish certain
disoomfotts which accompany tho strange or unfamiliar in tech
nique.
nician.

He would not make it a hard and fast rule for the tech
For ho is of the opinion that "the groat function of

craft in drama is to expedite car passage to the thought."1
And any method or means that fails in carrying the thought to

10soar vJ. Firkins, "The Baking of Plays,"
Quarterly, Spring, 1932, pp. 7-14.

Minnesota
~

the audience is injurious,
had technique:

'’That is the argument against a

that is an argument, though not always a con

clusive argument, against a sound technique that is distractingly or crudely novel.

That is also an argument against an

interdeterminnte technique#*1
But since order, though not such ”a weighty order,” is
there for a playwright’s use, he comes to this conclusion, at
least, ’’to look with envy upon the dignity and self-respect
of the meohanios”1 of playwriting.

He does not wish to press

this point too far and thinks that in "humaner arts," the tech
nique need not he followed to the letter, and suggests to any
real dramatist during the process of creation that there he
plenty of freedom.

For "freedom in essentials has its value.”1

However:
The present fashion of stressing the dif
ference between dramatic technique is
healthy as a reaction, hut, I think, is
pressed too far. Haver forget that a
stage conditions a play, hut remember
that the final demand on play, tale, and
novel alike is that it he interesting....
In dramatic literature, the demand for
unity is plot..,. Personally I enjoy a
thoroughly unified and coherent plot, hut
the march of tendency is not for the moment
in that direction.... You may find out that
a good part of the advice was true enough,
hut true for you in a personal and special
fashion which others could not know or im
part. 21
2

1 Osoar W. Firkins, "The Making of Plays,"
Quarterly. Spring, 1952, pp. 7-14.

Minnesota

2
Memoirs and letters of Qsoar W. Firkins. pp. 107-108.

The last sentence practically moans the same thing as Baker's
*lndiTl&nal" technique.

Agreeing also vjith Baker's advice on

the writing of plays, ho says, "The place to educate yourself
for writing plays is the theatre."1

And in admonishing a stu

dent who asks too much advice about the writing of plays, he
soys, "All which counsel must he taken with duo reserves.
And there must be a motive in which technique is skillfully
and sufficiently handled'by the individual dramatist to create
for himself the individual drama,"2
The matter of selecting appropriate details in the essen
tials of drama, such as action, dialogue, and characterization,
makes a further demand on the dramatist's powers of perception
and composition.

lot only in perception must the relationship

of each be understood by the writer, but also in the process
.

of creation, each detail of the drama must be precisely built
to fit in with other details;

He must watch carefully to avoid

any sharp breaks in hio drama, for all must interlace harmoni
ously for a sense of eomplotoness,
Firkins's fourth topic in his "linking of Plays” is action.
The drama's "action should be progressive, unified and casual,
and its order should be the order of fact."2

However, he also

says in hie essay, "Action in Drama," "Speech is sometimes
action."3

This statement contrasts with "Movement is sometimes

^Memoirs and letters of Oscar VY. Firkins. p. 111.
2Oscar W. Firkins, "The Making of Plays," Minnesota
Quarterly. Spring, 1952, pp. 7-14,
3Oscar W. Firkins, Selected Essays, p. 257,

action.”3' Firkins fools that they mean the Bora, and that
tbe answer to "both quest long is the same, "when it "becomes the
forceful indicator of a pointod mental change.”3' Bvory move
ment on the stage to Firkins is from cause to effect.
are no wasted silent places.

There

Emphatically, there must he no

movement except for a purpose.
Some criticism has been directed toward Firkins on the
subject of dramatic action.

His own point of view will help

to explain:
Speech, on or off the stage, may be action.
What is dramatic action? A play is a series
of states of mind, of changing states of
mind; or rather, it is a means of acquaint
ing us with such a series. Action occurs
upon the stag® when any pointed ohange im
mental states is communicated to the audi
ence by some clear and forcible means. It
occurs whenever the dramatist brings home
to us an angle, switch, or tack in the psy
chology. Actors have both bodies and voices,
and, where a choice is possible, the body
usually brings the mental shift more vividly
before us them tho voice. Henco the very
proper emphasis on bodily movements, and the
soundness of tho growing interest in stage
directions and in stago directorship. Trouble
begins when we confound the preferred means
with the ear, when we insist that movement is
identical with action.2
Furthermore, Firkins feels that every act has or ought to
have a meaning.

nHalf the significance, emotional and dra

matic, of many impressive acts, is moral.

This is proved

by the loos of interest when such acts are performed by 1
2

1

Oscar W. Firkins, Selected Essays, p. 237.

2Ibid., p. 236.

animals or lunatics.

Thus emotion and drama are sustained by

m o r a l e . B y all means, he thinks the body must make the move
ment which necessarily corresponds vzlth the mental shift.

like

Emerson, who feels that "thought is the ancestor of every
action,"

Firkins says, "Action occurs upon the stage when any

pointed change in mental states is communicated to the audience
by some clear and forcible moans*

He does not disregard

action but emphasises the importance of speech that precedes
action.

In other words. Firkins puts a great deal of faith in

epigrammatic speech rather than in action for the attainment
of desired results.

For ,ra speech may be many things;

it

may be an assertion, an. expression of feeling, on incident,
an occurrence, an event, a disaster, almost a catastrophe....
We have no bodily movements which match the vigor of our im
precations."3

To him every speech unfolds a new mental change

which ought to carry the play forward progressively Just as
much as action.

"Man does everything by speech.«•."*

guard very briefly against four misconceptions.
emphatically do not want tame drama;

"Let me

First. I most

I deplore diminution

of excitement on the contemporary stage.

Secondly, I do not

^Memoirs and letters of Oscar V/. Firkins, p. 2S8.
^Oscar \7. Firkins, "Action in Drama," Selected Essays,
pp. 235-236.

want more psychology.... Thirdly, I do not think means aro in
different.

Means in drama are next to all-important.”1

To Firkins the dialogue is a chatty, thoughtful typo.
Its quality ought to possess particular significance; that
is, it must he perfectly clear, lively, and affiliate drama
with literature.

He wants his dialogue to he worthy of in

telligent helngs and creates a play in which the

c o b tllet

progresses through brilliant conversation hut not a production
contrived to supply a reason for some ambitious managers to
present startling and unexpected seonory before a bewildered
public.

This conversation which he puts into the mouths of

his characters depends largely upon the subtle turning of an
epigrammatic phrase for responsive emotion.

In order to do

this, Firkins builds his dialogue carefully and precisely,
adding judiciously only the words that initiate the subtle
phrase, and at the some time make its moaning clear and live
ly.

This ho does to the extent that his conversation is

sprightly, intellectual, and witty.

His conversation is on

the level of controlled emotions, refined feelings, and his
characters show a tendency toward a common impulse to talk
things over.

So, in creating an epigrammatic conversation,

he unconsciously asks for a keenly and sensitively attuned
mind which already possesses intuitively a subtle comprehen
siveness.

This extreme variation in technique is fatal before

1 Oscar W. Firkins, "Action in Drama,”
pp. 238-239.

Selected Essays,

a public that has really never had to think in order to be
amused.

The average theatre-goer has a limited capacity for

receptivity in drama, and that capacity never seems to h a w
developed beyond the barriers of sluggishness and halfinattention.
creations.
nlses it.

This fact Firkins fails to accept in his own
However, in hie rules and criticisms, he rocog-

True to dramatic technique, he hangs a suitable

plot, to his characters, and all action, as well as all dia
logue , is in natural accord and harmony with the temperament
of that particular character.
:\
With a dramatist’s deep and full understanding of human
nature and eu knowledge of all that stimulates and moves it,
;

Firkins carries through the dialogue of his drama "drawn so
that every word adds to the existing mental state that is in
the process of unfoldment; during which there is no time for
a yawning audience nor for a fumbling of hats"1— else the
audience will miss the true meaning.

Ho clothes his dialogue

"in epigrammatic phrases, within which there is much ’food
for thoughti’"2
There is also evidence of the fact that Oscar Firkins is
a groat advocate for the truth in drama, and from his notes
one finds this;

;

t

Oscar W. Firkins, "The Making of Plays," Minnesota
Quarterly. Spring, 1932, pp. 7-14.
^Memoirs and letters of Oscar W. Firkins, p. 22.

IiaprobaMlitios v/hioh rest on tho gonoral
nature of art or the spoolft® conditions
of drama are proper. Improbabilities in
the course of outward events, in the ob
jective order, aticidente, eoinoidenoo, etc,,
are bad but not ruinous, because drama is
primarily a record of external laws. Im
probabilities in human conduct, feeling,
and motives are tho. groat sins, because
this is drama's great province*...Mere
truth without tho effect of truth will not
servo. Art is life rationalised. The un
explained truths in life are not the proper
subjects for drama.1
Rather, the "social insurgents, the people in whom nature
looks out through the slits in convention, make strong dramatio material."

He eagerly welcomes every problem which

humanity has to meet as suitable subjects for a play, but to
be enriching, it must be treated earnestly and delicately.
To him good drama must have an "objective— to please the

g
audience.

Pleasure is a wide, vague, uncharted thing."

But, In pleasing the audience, Oscar Firkins asks for tho
truth of Ilf®.

He seems fully aware of tho prevalent novel

ties of his time— "that is, novelties ceasing to be novel."
He delights in the normal and in the truth expressed through
dram.

"It is at least certain that he always wished and In

tended to say the true thing and believed that he made truth
more vivid and attractive by clothing it in the scarlet and

^Memoirs and letters of Oscar W. Firkins, p. 265.
^Firkins, "The Making of Plays,"
Spring, 1932, pp. 7-14.

Minnesota quarterly.

gold of hio "bright phraaeo„'***•

Its morals ought to bo sound,

that is, eapable of presenting or governing and perhaps in
fluencing for tho right*

Firkins looks vat tho atago as a

mirror which presents life, and he feels that it ought to
bo worthily served*

He says, "Primarily the drama ought to

supply entertainment,"

but intimates that this could be done

in different ways which strengthen, build up, and ennoble,
as well as in ways that are trifling, superficial, end whim
sical.

In fact, he believes that morals are indispensable

in art.

"To call on art to ignore morals is to ask it vir

tually to ignore human nature,1,2

Dr. Richard Burton writes

of him:
He could not abide any touch of tho gross,
although some of the effects of tho broad
comedy, salty and of the open air, he wel
comed. But to think of Firkins as respond
ing with approval to the low or tho foul in
literature is impossible. While in the
moral field this shrinking from the base or
salacious is a spiritual quality, # is al
so, in tho domain of art, on aesthetic one.
It permeated all his evaluations df art,
literary or othor.5
Character for him. meant something in tho
moral as well as in the aesthetic realm,
oven though it might be the character of a
person in a book or a play.
This fact may account for tho emphasis
he continually placed on moral values. Art,
for him, was never "mere" art, but an essen
tial phase of the spiritual life of mankind.

^Uemoirs and letters of Oscar M , Firkins, p. 38.
2Ibid., p. 269.
3

Tbld* * p# 13#

of which moral principle vzas also an essen
tial part. He uas careful, however, to dis
tinguish the profoundly;ethical in litera
ture from the superficially "preaehy." The
early Homan comedies, for instance, he charaotorizod as "artistically didactic hut raor-alJjr vile." Thus his criticism united art- istry and ethics in application without e<mfusing them in substance.1
Hence one may take notice of another variation, the aes
thetic and moral qualities which permeate all of hie works.
Inflexible Integrity, both moral and intel
lectual, was at the bottom of M s judgments.
Rightness in art was righteousness in con
duct. The two words aesthetic and spirit
ual, as has been before implied, he connect
ed by a bridge that united them as one prin
ciple, inasmuch as beauty is the single word
that bridged the chasm supposed to yawn be
tween them for separation.2
This Is his philosophy, and it colors his views.

Throughout

his plays, as well as all the other of his writings, one finds
a vein of the aesthetic running true to his philosophy.

This

epigrammatic speech and this highly aesthetic and,moral spir
ituality exist side by side in all of his writings.

They

delicately and poignantly permeate all of his plays.

It is

the innate refined "spirit of the writer transcending and
o
giving flavor to his writings."
Of this he seems not to be
conscious as he writes, but his words are carefully chosen, so
that the aesthetic quality is made apparent and his moral is
enclosed within a subtle implication.

■^Memoirs and letters of Oscar 1. Firkins, p. 25.
---- — -------- :
------ :
------------------i
2Ibld.. p. 13.

Firkins *a plays are coneiso, Y?itty, and sharp, closely
Imit in structure, oharao t oris at ion, and dialogue with the
mooning half hidden and the onotiono recossod.

To got his

roal moaning the audience must realise that thoro is a subtle
implication in ovory epigrammatic phrase which ocrtifejritratea to
ward the development of tho theme of the drama.

Reciprocity

of attention on tho part of tho audience is absolutely neces
sary.

For ono almost has to probe for the moaning.

This is

just the point in FirkinsTs drama.
It is obvious that people who pay money to be entertained
do not want to oxort the mind to get thoir money*s worth.
Usually tho public wants impressions that Intensify its feel
ings when it pays;

either It wants an intensified thrill or

it seeks expansion in boisterous humor or robust action.
Most playwrights understand that any ploy which creates
interest as it goes must make its way laboriously into the
understanding of on audience through such barriers as inat
tention, lethargy, antagonism toward idoas, and ignorance.
This dismal truth Firkins certainly understands, for in his
letter to a former pupil who asked him for advice on playwriting he answers;

"First of all I would bo quite clear

with myself whether I wanted to produce merchandise (profit
able stage-ware) or art or b o t h . G i v i n g further advice to

^Memoirs and letters of Oscar W. Firkins. pp. 108-109.
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the same "would-ben playwright on the technique of playwrit
ing, he answers, "The object of the play is to please the
audience,"

In referring to what an audience likes and its

good nature, Oscar Firkins, giving advice to the same young
writer, says:
••••The playwright 1s' art is less to avoid
errors than to obtain the key to this
good-nature. Erase every fault, every
little, every possible, fault, where erasure has no penalty; but if the commis
sion of half a dozen serious faults will
help you to the possession of that key,
commit them blithely, and the dare-devil
gods be with you. There is hardly any
amount of vice that will insure the dam
nation of a play, as there is hardly any
quantity.of virtue that will guarantee its
triumph*
The above quotations serve to assure one of Firkins1s
understanding of the minds of the average playgoers.

In a

letter to a friend he suggests that the public as well as
"the manager, wants a play with the latest crinkles of
modernity....For a certain section of playgoers, one hundred
and fifty pleasant minutes is the desideratum in the theatre."2
However, in his own creations, Oscar Firkins does not
choose to accept a known truth, that the public has a limited
capacity that seems never to grow or to develop beyond a cer
tain degree.

He, himself, gives his all to a performance.

This same degree of attention in his own creations he demands

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar \U Firkins, pp. 108-109.
g
Ibid., p. 109.

in reelprooation before the ftill meaning of hie plays looms
forth.
But there is no evidence that he thought the average
playgoer would enjoy his plays.

And neither is there evi

dence to prove that (Moor Firkins had may confidence that
his plays r/oro actable.

During his lifetime ho made one

effort, at least, to hove them produced on the stago.
showed a manuscript to the director of a theatre.
civilities he found time to remark, 'Ho action.

Between
I keep

waiting for somebody to get up and smash a window . 1
with his doubts of the play;
the aotion.

nI

I agreed

I agreed with his distrust of

Our point of difference was that I was perfectly

calm on the absence of smashed w i n d o w s T h a t they might
win for him literary merit and scholarly distinction prob
ably was his objective.

Thus, in using his powers with

which he is unusually adopt at fashioning Interplay of cir
cumstances and temperament within the enclosure of an idea,
he creates drama, with few exceptions, around the lives of
prominent historical and literary personages, who already
possess backgrounds.

He discreetly chooses a point in their

careers which suggests tho history of his characters and pre
sents them at some crisis of thoir careers, exhibiting in the
present certain Implications of their past and the probabili
ties of their future,

^Firkins, "Action In Drama,"

Selected Essays, p. 230.

Intellectually, and yet most sympathetically, he clothes
the thoughts in epigrammatic speech, places the emotions in
half-hidden implications, and tones the actions reservedly
in hie characters.
It is evident that Pirkins is not alone in the distinc
tion of the qualities of emotion.

George Pierce Baker says:

Consider for a moment the nature of tho
attention which a dramatist may arouse.
Of course it may ho only of tho same sort
which an audience gives a lecturer on a
historical or scientific subject— a read
iness to hear and to try to understand
what ho has to present,— close hut unemo
tional attention.!
Firkinsfs purpose was not to amuse;
to instruct;

it was not didactically

hut to present literary personages of importance

and situations to thoso intellectually disposed and in this
presentation to stimulate a scholarly appreciation of
literature.

.

op. cit.. p. 22

CHAPTER IV
Firkins*8 Observance of Dramatic Technique

Firkins1b Obeorvanoe of Dramatic Technique
Turning noxt to Firkins's drama, with regard to tho out
standing characteristics in his work including profomadnees,
disregard for the form, roverenoo for the truth, love of tho
aesthetic and moral, one must remember his task is to create
producible plays of literary excellence.
In doing this, with, few exceptions, ho chooses charac
ters of literature or of important parsons in history and pre
sents them at acme particular crisis in their careers, exhibit
ing in the episode which he creates forceful implications of
their past and the probabilities of their future.

Dot only

is Firkins creating drama of literary merit, in the opinion
of the writer, but he is attempting to re-create for his
audiences certain personalities of eminence and distinction.
For hie dramas he selects characters from among his inti
mate acquaintances.

For "He spoke of the authors wo read as

of friends.... The habits end thoughts, the mannerisms and
idiosyncrasies, the faults and virtues of the men who made
literature became for him the dramatic material."1
are his characters original.

Rarely

In many of his creations

of drama he chooses from literature and history certain
characters and personages who possess inherent principles

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar V/. Firkins, p. 25.

that measure up to hia own,standards of morals and aesthetic,
spirituality.

Other characters are, however, chosen for

their own equitable values.

Then dramatizing the conflict

or the situation around some particular crisis in their lives,
and through action, dialogue, and characterisation, ho dis
plays the crisis as a result of the summed-up antecedent
causes.

Through the same channels.ho suggests the possible

outcome by projection of certain acts Into the future.
Bach word and each bit of action is an essential effort
which leads to the ultimate weaving of the dra m .

The final

revelation is accomplished not through rugged action and
strongly convoyed emotion, but through action which subordi
nates the physical movement to the mental thought and speech.
All action is definitely for a purpose and follows the men
tal state.

"Gases ooour where speech outvalues movemente"3.

False action, false expectation, false preparation have no
place in Firkins1o drama.

There is some time’
s complex action,

but every act is objective,, purposeful and meaningful, bound
and knit tightly by unity with speech and "changing mental
states,"
only.

which sometimes are displayed by facial expressions

Oftentimes, it is through speech that the true meaning

of the play is withheld;

again the meaning is made clear and

emphatic through the proper interpretation of the epigrammatic
phrases.

Much of the meaning is cleared by the actors who

1 Oscar ff.
Firkins. Selected Essays, p. 233.

properly convey the emotions through voice, facial expression#
anfl mental attitude.

The very attitude of the characters

often creates the atmosphere of the play.

Hence it is very

necessary that the actor get inside the character which he is
trying to portray.

For Firkins*# characters, while not diffi

cult to understand, reveal a refined emotion, somewhat so
phisticated and half-hidden, which le not always easily inter
preted.

Tears of study will he neoessary for the seasoned

actor to portray capably the subtleties of Jane Carlyle,
Walter Hampden, or Robert Browning, as they are re-created by
Firkins.
Here again dialogue becomes character, for Firkins has
chosen hie characters with few exceptions from the already
intellectual, the already cultured.
they are already qualified.

They are chosen because

One person who knew the Hampden-

Bougherty family recognized the speech mannerisms of Walter
Hampden the first time the play was read to her.^

Firkins

contends, HA character is often better for being normal at
the base and peculiar on the s u r f a c e . T h u s he chooses his
characters who are already rounded out by environment and
allows them full freedom of speech to reveal themselves in
their dialogue.

Every sentence spoken by the characters is

devoted to the building of the play, not to a peak or high

^Professor Sidney F. Pattison, in a personal interview.

2

Memoirs and Letters of Oscar W, Firkins, p. 263.

point "but always toward a "changing mental state" which in
turn changes to another mental state -for solution,
The characters do not reveal a determined will, or a will
that wants to do or die, hut a will that has a sense of the
"balance of things, a will that has haon refined, educated, and
has more,or less subordinated itself to tho accepted conven
tions or culture of the society within which it finds itself.
Ordinarily ono spooks of tho will which creates tho inherent
principle in drama as tho "conscious will" which is active
eonsoiously toward tho solving of the problem.
With Firkins the will of the protagonists may he conscious
or unconscious, objective or subjective, but it is character
ised by balanced conventionalities of sanity, social securenees, intellectual and moral values,
objectively and toward a solution;

The protagonist may work
and the Inherent principle

in tho play may bo directed toward tho specific goal, tho solu
tion of the problem, not in a bold, robust, active way, however
which reveals intensified emotion, but in a delicate subtleness
and a refined accepted conventional manner.

It would seem that

as in his life, so in his plays. Firkins was afraid of his own
Intensified feelings,

"He feared to let go, almost distrusted

his own capacity in tho power of fooling.

Hence on those oc

casions when deeply moved emotionally, ho kept his feelings in
restraint."1

However, in some of his writings there is an

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar W. Firkins, p, 16.

occasional outburst of emotion "which is hardly less than
magnificent,"1

For instance, in reading the one-act play,

"the Undying Prince", one feels Firkins has completely abandoned
his feelings to give full sway.

Dr, Richard Barton suggests

that it is interesting to observe at first
•*,hov; acutely critical it is in the
prolonged discussion carried on by the
eight famed players of the part of
Hamlet. Then let the glorious emo
tional value of the climax, with Burbage
toasting the ghost of Hamlet, seize your
imagination while your blood leaps in
response! It is but one illustration
of that deep font of feeling that was
in this man, yet likely to be held back,
sometimes to his injury.'*
2
Some one might suggest that he restrains his characters;
but, again remembering that most of hie characters are taken
from literature and that they are already set in a mould, he
merely allows them in their own environment to reveal them
selves naturally to the audience.
However, the one thing he can claim for his own is the
atmosphere of the dramas.

This he often creates by stage

directions, which are scattered conveniently throughout the
dramas.

These directions are often psychological, sometimes

descriptive; and again they sometimes carry the drama for
ward, setting the very mood and tempo of the play.
Firkins*s attitude is that "the methods, the ventures,

^Memoirs and Letters of Oscar W« Firkins, p, 16#
2Ibid., p. 17.
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tho QocGntrioltioa which occasionally prosper in the theatre
arc many,”1

However, "the task of tho dramatist is to keep

his head in tho writing of drama,”1

Ho says, "Thoro are two

regions in the theatre,.,. There is a region of permanence
and comparative certainty in which successes, though they
cannot ho forosoon, may usually ho accounted for.”1

He also

recognizes that around the known region of success there is
a herderland of drama.

"These two regions might coexist

without serious hurt to anybody."1
In his own creations, Firkins chooses hot to he common
place, hut original, scholarly, and distinctive.

And he

thinks "manner and method in art are merely means to an end,”1
2
Sleazy ethical standards are not a part of M s work.

Bather

discreetly he chooses his characters of "immortal” qualities
and places them in a situation which ho wishes to present to
the public;

then tactfully, sympathetically, artistically,

and honestly he develops the plot.
It is in this spirit of intellectual integrity that
Firkins approaches his dramas.

Most certainly he aspires

to cause audience® to think, talk, and move with his char
acters on the same level of understanding.

In order to

think with and follow Firkins the audience must give a cer
tain type of attention.

Firkins agrees with Baker In that

1 Oscar V7. Firkins, "Making of Plays,”
Quarterly, Spring, 1932, pp. 7-*14,

Minnesota

2 Oscar W. Firkins, "Action in Drama" in Selected Essays, p. 239.

there are different degrees of attention v,-}iieh a dramatist
nay aronee.

Of course it may he only of the sort that one

gives to a lecturer or an entertainer on a significant sub
ject;

there is a readiness to listen, and the audience may
1
give very close attention, hut unemotional attention,
"mile Firkins is building his drama, with regard to
structure and literary excollonco, he is revealing true
characters of litoraturo to his audience.

Pirkins's plays

may ho said to possess what Bailor calls "artistic unity,...
Of this kind thoro is not enough in drama,1,2
In the foHaving analysis of Pirkins’s plays, a syn
opsis will servo to show that the development of his dramas
was through his ability to select certain outstanding char
acteristics from a mass of impressions and givo thorn a per
manent place.

Per "he saw the lives of great writers as

dramas, in which actions woro motivated by tho ononding con
flict between the artist and tho human being, between the
artist’s exalted devotion to his ideal and to tho human be
ing’s cores arid affections in daily life."^*
2

*Baker, op. olt., p. 82.
2 Ibid., p. 111.
^Memoirs and letters of Oscar \7. Firkins, p. 85.

oaiaraa 7
The Plays of Osoar \u Firkins

The Plays of Oscar Vi. Firkins
gv?o Passongors for Oholsoa is chosen hocaaso it is
title play of Firkins's first publishoa t o Iubo of plays.
It is concornod with some of tho vagaries of Carlylo and
his circle.

One critic says, "The lines are shrewdly dis

cerning and continually pleasant.nl
lack of any bitterness or sarcasm.

There is a complete
All the speeches are

on the level of persons of culture and refinement.
lady Harriot Boring, the foil of the story# is the un
witting cause of several agreeable speeches from Carlyle as
well as from Jane Carlylo, Tennyson, and others.
The entire action of tho play occurs on a bright 2,lay
morning between ten and eleven-thirty in tho year 1847 at
the home of tho Barings, Addlsoomb Farm.
At once tho atmosphere is created by Jane Carlyle and
her husband, Thomas Carlyle, who bicker over cherry tart
for an ozeuse when really they both want to speak of lady
Baring.

Carlyle shows a liking for her Ladyship, end, while

he is not ungenial with Jane, her speeches show thoy have
had their "differences of opinion."

Jane retorts, "As to

visiting hell, Thomas, I need no help from the classics.
can go down there in my person— or in yours."

I

Hot ungenially

h . Bryan Allin, American Review. Vol. I, 1935, p. 313.

Firkins has Carlyle reply, "V/o have had our travels, Jeannie—
in all quarter®*"1
However, at onoo the situation reveals Carlyle's fond
ness for lady Baring.

Jane is too much of a lady to reveal

outwardly her real feelings.

Ordinarily when such situation

should arise the dramatist might make his heroine fall in lovo
with another man, create a groat scone with tears, or do some
very dramatic act that would cause intense emotional response
in the audience; . hut knowing and understanding Carlyle's
circle of friends, their habits, their thoughts, their manner
isms and idiosyncrasies, their virtues and their faults,
Firkins knew they would, not out each other's hearts out and
trample on them.

Here is exactly his touch of the intelligent,

thoughtful oharaotor of inherent refinement, the aesthetic
element in him.
Jane is the central character with her active will, the
"Inherent principle of the play," wanting her husband back for
her own when she roally has not lost him— not fighting deter
minedly but aesthetically, spiritually having faith in her own
powers to win him.

Firkins has hor use her powers of epigram

matic speech to owl-talk her husband.
And Jane does not disappoint Carlyle.

When she shows

signs of weakening, Carlyle soys, "Binna ye ploy the part of
the fool. J a m .

1

2

'

It's a part Nature has not qualified ye for.”81
*
2

' '

’

-

Oscar W. Firkins, Two Passengers for Chelsea, up. 1-2.
Ibid., pp. 2—5.

'•

-

' -'

So Jane does not play, the part of a fool, "but every chrinco
she gets puts meaning into her speeches for Carlyle.

-

Firkins

poignantly leads the characters through their morning talk as
they gradually one by one gather into the living room.

This

gives Jane plenty of opportunity to speak of things in a con
ventional manner and at the same time she has plenty of oppor
tunity to thrust sharp daggers at Thomas, such as, -nhen dis
cussing YJith m i n e s why Carlyle had the morning paper upside
down, she remarks, ”And now Ur. Carlyle means to turn the
world upside down and find tho senso in it."

Only Carlyle

and the. audience know tho stab in those words.

However, her

wit does not go unnoticed by lady Baring, who says to Jane,
"Tho only clooploss thing about you is your wit.
fulness is scandalousJw

Its wake

.

Tho ploy toll® a pleasant story, but it is hardly ever
an exciting situation.

Tho intellectually disposed are re

minded of Carlyle’s contemporaries,.Tennyson, Bichard mines,
Charles Bailor, William Bingham, Taring, heir to the Ashburton
peerage, and others.

Through the witty, sharp, epigrammatic

conversation Carlylo's nature as a husband, as a writer, and
as a speaker is revealed.

When speaking of tho house at

Chelsea, Jane says, "It has nerves."

Tennyson suggests a

-

reason for that, since "it has sucked in a French Revolution.*
Jane retorts with, "Hot to montion little Reigns of Terror
which it sets up on its own account."1

lady Baring attempts

Osoar W. Firkins, Two Bassengors for Chelsea, pp. 5-15.

to match her v/it against Jano Carlyle v>hon the latter has said
sho r/ould kiss Tennyson for taking her part.

lady Baring turns

to Carlylo and says. ”1 think sho should go homo after that."
Carlyle takes it easily and roplies, "Hay, sho's hut a flighty
lass.

Sho would kiss the postman if ho brought her a letter

she wanted."
Carlyle?"

Lady Baring asks, "You trust her then, Ur.

Carlyle answers, "Devil of a hit.

There is never intensified emotion.

I trust Alfred."1

But there is much

humor in their speeches, and this quality Firkins thought al
ways had "four values aside from pleasurer
value;

it rests the mind.

men together,
sides*

(4)

(3)

(2)

,A social value;

An intellectual value;

A moral value;

f1).A sanative
it draws

it reveals two

it exposes and expels evil."*
2

Much subtle moaning is found to exist throughout all their
speeches.

lady Baring, who shows her fondness for Carlyle,

asks him how to put substance into life.
"Study German."
German.

Carlyle answers,

Her answer is that she has no time to study

Carlylo1s wit is matchless:

ting substance into your life.

"Ho— only time for put

Ye* 11 do that while ye’re

putting on your gloves, nae doubt."
Early in tho play Jane Carlylo has announced that she is
leaving on tho cloven-thirty train.
ence guessing for tho outcome.

Suspense keeps the audi

Firkins also is careful to

*Osoar W. Firkins, Two Passengers for Chelsea, pp. 15-19.
2
Memoirs and letters of Oscar V7. Firkins, p. 267.

of lady Baring.

Definitely sho dislikes smoking*.

As the play

opens Lady Baring is tho attraction nitk the group of men, But
as tho drama got a undor nay J a n o ^ nitty, chatty, lively, and
vivacious remarks soon dron and hold them, all except Carlyle.
Honever, ho cannot resist glancing in Jane's direction and is
finally drawn In,

Jane .outtalks thorn all, and as lady Baring

concedes, has Become the "sovereign of MdlscomBo.nl

It is

then Carlylo unexpectedly anneumes that he. is going home with
Jane, although it has Been previously understood ha was to re
main with the Barings, while Jana' made ready their home in ad
vance.

Jano's witty speeches always ring Back full of suBtle

meaning, and it is very evident Carlyle admires her for "just
being normal at the Base,”8

*

.

Carlylo: The devil has Boon in ye this morning.
Jane: Yes, Thomas, he likes tho places ho is
used to.
Carlyle: Ay, ay, the places where ho is ado
much of. . IS it from him ye got your damnable
proclivity for smoke? 3
For it had Been Jane who had dared to light Tennyson’s pipe
and surprise and confuse lady Baring.

Jane demurely answers

Carlyle, "?rom him, Thomas, I think— or from some of his as
sociates.1,3

It is a pleasantly exciting situation Built pre

cisely to a point, and it ends there.

*0»oar W. Firkins, Two Passengers for Chelsea, pp. 19-24.
Memoirs and letters of Oscar \U- Firkins, p. 253.
^Oscar W. Firkins, Two Passengers for Chelsea, pp. 24-26.

fprapikes in Aroady has for its theme the unmistakable
"romanticism" of tho

Bravnings.

But placing emphasis on

their desiro to be known as practical persons, who use their
intellect wisely instead of following the dictates of their
hearts, firkins creates a situation in which they unconscious
ly trap themselves.

Their maid, Wilson, is the foil for the

excitement, action, and plot, but

dialogue, which is

pleasant, lively, and often surprisingly intimate, reveals
much of the beautiful love life of the Brownings,

Evidence

of Wilson's turning romanticist and also personal letters of
the Brownings furnish the basis of Firkins's sumned-up ideas
in the present situation.

Extremely conscious of their own

romantic natures, Elizabeth and Robert predict the outcome
of safety for thomsolvoo in tho; hands of a-practical minded
servant, thus proving Firkins's point of Interest with a
writer mid his creations:

the artist is never by nature sep

arated from his work.1
The play is in three suite or scones and is modeled pre
cisely after Firkins's conception of drama.
Four characters— Robert Browning, Elisabeth Barrett
Browning, Wilson, lars. Browning's maid, and Philippo Right,
an Italian, who Is Wilson's suitor— comprise the group.
The place is Casa Guidi, Florence, and tho time is in
the spring of 1848,

All scenes are in the came room at

*.

P. 2

twelve o*clock noon, sovon at night, and tnelvo midnight of
tho eamo day.
Atmosphere is affected principally by stage directions
and dialogue, although tho attitude ©f the actors, their ac
tions and facial expressions arc, indeed, a vital necessity.
Tho curtain rises on the Brcomings1 sitting room nhich
is distinctly, though informally and unconcernedly, neat,
Elizabeth,on the sofa. Plush, the dog, at her feet, and
Robert in the easy chair, complete # 6 picture.
Elizabeth and Robert, deep in conversation on the subject
of-their oon practical common sense, reveal through their
@pes@h many of the personal characteristics of each other.
Elizabeth is determined to convince Robert of her prac
ticality, and Robert is perfectly willing that she be what
sho wants* but he adds a subtle moaning to tho phrase, "You
shall be six feet tall if you like."

This causes Elizabeth

to think there would bo no room on the couch for her dog.
Plush, and that Robert could not carry her up the stairway*
Thu® she argues by hor very reasoning that sho is a most
practical person and says, "%y instinct is to see tho plain
side whero there is a plain side, and whore there is light to
see by."

Robert insists that there is no need for a woman

poet to soo tho plain aide.*
In the course of the conversation Robert proves that

1
Oscar Vi. Firkins, The Bride of Quietness and Other Plays,
pp. 65-69*

she is really very impractical "by saying for her just nhat
she me a m "bettor than she herself can say it,
her to concede.

This causes

But Elisabeth will not have it that they

cannot both "be practical and. poetic.

It would seem that

Robert is about to convince her that he is the practical one,
but she will not give in.

Chiding her for writing poetry on

the back of a receipted bill and citing that as proof against
her, he is about to win, when suddenly she asks, "Was it busi
ness like

to have it around where a woman scribbler could

appropriate it to her frivolities?"

Again Robert contends

that it was inspiration to do this so that she would be
tempted to write a poem,

Elizabeth further tries to prove

her point, that women can be both poetic and practical, by
quoting Shakespeare’s Juliet, "At what o’clock tomorrow
shall I send?"

os her favorite line.

She contends, "It is

a practical lino in the moot romantic dialogue in literature,
and the point is it is uttered by a woman."

At this she has

trapped him, for Robert confesses, "That is just what I was
always saying In our letter writing:
row shall I send (or come)?"

’At what o ’clock tomor

Most pleasantly Elizabeth comes

back with, "I should have made it a point to be very short
with you when you, an impractical man, couldn’t find your
way out of the time-tables."

Robert declares, "It is ir

rational to be perplexed by time-tables."

Elizabeth again

out-thinks and out-talks him by saying, "By that test you

were rationality iteolf, dear, v;hon you elopod v?ith me."

1

And

he is most sure their elopement X7as a practical ono hooause
it suoceodod.

Elisabeth declaros she ought to ho givon tho

credit sinco tho difficulties vjere all in IVinpolo Street.
And after she has non the argument and Robert has agreed that
sho "managed the v/oman,s side of tho elopement very practi
cally," Elisabeth confesses after all, "It was really Wileon
that did everything,"

She continues, "I renounce the credit.

It is enough to vindicate my sox,"

Though Elizabeth gives

all the practical management to her "domestic" oho continues
to argue that she cannot see "v?hy the fpoets) Tennysons and
the land ore shouldn't be as practical as the (business men)
Kenyons and tho Forsters."

Robert urges her to write that

to the Kenyons and the Forsters.

She refuses to do it and

gives as her reason for not doing it her very practicality.
Robert tolls her that "men of affairs liko to cling to the
notion of an artist's incompetwatte*
work."

That is their breast

Elisabeth delight® in her own witty remarks about

man's feeling of superiority, over women, suggesting that is
the man's breastwork*

Robert decides to give up*

"Am I to

have no dyko against the flood of your superiorities?”

And

she, not missing his double meaning, replies, "You shall talk
no more like that*"*
Soon Wilson appears with Philippo, who is carrying l£rs.

1 Osoar W. Firkins, Bride of Quietness and Other Plays,
pp. 67-71*
2Ibid., pp. 71-72.

Browning's aosk.

It Is nils on vho shove tho practical thought

In tho placonjont of tho desk, and not tho Brotvninge.
After 171Is on leaves, they aro somewhat upset at her aisPloy of common sense against their poor Judgment.
"Favor mind.

Robert says,

Some day we will combine our practicalities and

crush Wilson,”

But Elisabeth says that wouldn't prove any

thing and that she would continue to call him the "riotous ro
manticist, "

They continue farther in a quibbling, flattering,

and romantic way about each other's romantic natures, writ
ings, and actions, only to end in a pleasant argument, which
to really not an argument but epigrammatic speeches pregnant
with meaning, until a knock comes at the door.
It is Wilson, who has returned to ask Ik*. Browning's ad
vice because ho is so practical.
"He's only a poet like myself."

At this Elisabeth replies,
Wilson thinks she is doing

the handsome, thing when she replies, "I?o one would guess it
from his actions, Ha'am."

At this, Wilson tells them of her

engagement to Philipps, and hastily they consider the imprac
tical side of such a marriage.

But Wilson almost shatters it

a oouplo of times as she mentions Philippo and his adventures.
2aoh time it is Elisabeth who returns to the common sense side,
first by reminding Wilson that Philippo is Italian and she Is
English.

Wilson has more or loss idealised married life from

the perfect example set before her* ^

A remark, in which she

*Oscor V/. Firkins, The Bride of Quietness and Other Plays,

PP. 72-80.
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says, "I could not got tho same manners in an Englishman uho
would marry mo,” has a double moaning which they fully under
stand.

It is finally on tho subject of religion that they are

able to convince her that such a marriage is impractical, thus
making true Robert's boast of tho first scono, "Hover mind.
We shall someday combine our practicalities and crush Wilson."
The only thing left for Wilson was to turn to Flush— which in
the end makes thorn havo qualms.
have done to Wilson.

Elisabeth realises what they

"Wo were bound to save her, if possible,

from any evil oonsequenoes of such a step."

Only she thinks

since she and Robert are so happy it is easy to talk but says
she knows she o o u M not part two lovers at twilight.

Tho ond

of this scone loaves Wilson suddenly practical again, back at
her duties and tho romantic Robert carrying tho highly imagina
tive Elizabeth upstairs.1
Soane two is tho same evening about seven.

Wilson has

come into the room to draw the curtains and Elisabeth, notic
ing her manner, asks hor what tho trouble is.

Wilson reveals

that she has refused to marry.Philipp© after her conversation
with the Browning®.

The disappointment led to drinking, a

quarrel, then a stabbing of an important Austrian by Philippo.
He must leave* and Wilson is much concerned for his safety.
She knows "they will watch every train and stop every carriage.... .

1
85.

Oscar W. Firkins, Bride of Quietness and Other Plays, pp. 80-

The only m y is to send Philippo at midnight "by bar go dorm tho
Arno."

In the conversation Elisabeth learns that Philippo

stabbed tho man because he insulted Garibaldi.

This very fact

sets her love of romnneo aflame and she says, "He is a man one
could follow through the world."

Wilson jumps at a chance to

tell her that Philippo wants hor to go with him.

Elisabeth

reveals hor romantic nature in her exclamations, "The sea and
Garibaldi!

What an anticipation!

a memory!"

This almost upsets, not only Wilson, but also her

own supposedly common sense.

What an experienceI

What

However, she rights the situa

tion by saying, "I, being a foolish, romantic woman, might
envy you, but I should not disapprove."

After reflecting she

decides that Wilson shall make her own decision and even gives
hor locket and chain, saying, "I put freedom into your hands."
Emotion in Elisabeth is intensified as she tolls Wilson
she would like to sit up all night and watch, but says she
dares not, adding, "I should bo questioned."

But she decides

to undress for bed and read, and taking a- book, sho retires
with Wilson from the room.
A few minutes later Robert enters with Philippo, who is
all bandaged.

Philippo tells Robert the story, even shows

him the dagger and enacts the very scene with intensified
feeling and boisterous actions.

*Oeoar W. Firkins, The Bride of Quietness and Other Plays.
85-88.
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However» in the end Robert, tho rommiticiot, has given
Philippe the money for Wilson's fare,
Wilson and Philippe are alone in the sitting room,

P

Philippo has suddenly heoomo m a r e of tho great lovo of tho
Brownings.

Shore is chatty conversation between the lovers

comparing tho English love with the Italian love as they leave
quietly.1
Scene three is midnight of the same day.

Both Elizabeth

and Robert have slipped into the living room to look eat of
tho window, hoping to get a view of tho lovers.

They discover

each other's secret and watch together the carriage which is
drawn up across the street.

It is with a fooling of relief

they see the lovers, first Philippo and finally, Wilson, de
part.

Then fear grips them;

neither can sleep;

together chatting over all that has transpired.

so they sit
Elisabeth

wonders, "What was it made us so sensible this morning?"
Robert solves the troublesome problem by suggesting that the
situation had not been romantic enough at noonday for them to
give their consent.

When Philippo was respected and Wilson-

safe they couldn't see it and had said everything they could
to dissuade her.

But now that thero was romance and excite

ment they had made possible the elopement.

Robert declares

their practicality only a gome, and new that they have fallen
back into romanticism arid have bound Wilson to the Borne stake,

^Oscar W. Firkins, Tho Bride of Quietness and Other Plays,
pp. 88-95,

Elisabeth la very remorseful at having lost her sense of practi
cality, -when who should appear in the doorway hut Wilson, who,
after all, displayed her common sense hy not going.
' Tho Brownings each thrill to the other's romantic nature,
during the so one which follor/s whon Wilson returns tho looket
to Llrs. Browning, and surprises Robert; • in turn whon Wilson
gives hack tho ton-pound note to Robert, LIrs, Browning is
shocked.

Both feel that they are "habes in the woodsn whon

it comes to their practicality, but decide they are perfectly
safe with Wilson.1

-

In this play every word, act, and emotion is so utilised
as to build the plot around the inevitable romanticism of the
Brownings, and at tho same time show thoir longing to reveal
their practical natures.

1

Oscar W. Firkins, Tho Bride of quietness and Ofchor Plays,
PP. 113-117.

Tho Bride of Quietnoss is an artistic aramatization of
the imaginary life story of Keats1s "Ode on a Grecian Urn.”
The leading or central character is the ’’Grecian Urn” itself.
A note from the editors v/ill make clear a point of interest
concerning Keats’s original meaning.
In constructing a fantasy of this kind
tho author had admittedly exorcised the
traditional poetic license with both
facts and probabilities....The Grecian
Urn itself is tho real central figure.
Yet, as Sidney Colvin says, 1It is no
single or actually existing specimen of
Attic handicraft that he (Keats) cele
brates in this ode, but a composite con
jured up instinctively in his mind out
of sovoral such known to him in reality
or from engravings.1 Other Keats crit
ics are agreed on this opinion*!
From the scenes In the "Ode on a Grecian Urn” Firkins
creates a drama in five scenes, tho first of which is laid
in a little town in the Vale of Tempo, and the time dates
back to the fourth century B. @*
In the first scone are Philctas, a Greek sculptor;
Chares, a priest;

Dlphllus, a hunter;

Eurybates, a flute player;

Chione, a maiden;

and other Greek men and women.

Atmosphere is created by tho dl root ions given by the
author.

As tho curtain rises, one discovers the characters

in the studio of Philotas, a sculptor, who is earnestly at
work on a large urn which is before him while Chi one, his
model, poses for him.

1 Oscar i7. Firkins. Tho Bride of quietness and Other
P W s . p. v.

The love of rcork and its rolationship to the true artist
is handled in a very dolicato^ artistic manner, bringing out
tho aesthetic and moral values rehieh are found in all of
Firkins's dramas.
The first scone brings out tho true nature of tho artist,
Phllotas, who makes a choice hotreoen the love for his art and
Chi one, the "beautiful maiden.

After he has made his decision

in favor of his art, hoping to create art that will live for
ever, In tho form of the lovers on the Grecian urns, as against his desire to live on tho human plane with Chlone, it
would seem that tho conflict must end.
The emotion, ever increasing from one level t© the next,
becomes almost intensified by the author's use of "beautifully
poetle phrases.

Always Firkins keeps tho emotion on tho al*

most aesthetic level, making it a sort of "bridge of beauty”
between the human and the spiritual,

Tho opening scene has

in it a gladness of emotion, and an eagerness in the charac
ters to live life fully*

Chlone,• posing, hears the music.

Suddenly, every fibre in her soul responds;
pipeI

The timbrel!*

she calls, "The

But being overpowered by tho stronger

mind of Phllotas, who loves only work, she is commanded not to
drop her arms.

Firkins adds to the poetle dialogue "by little

personal touches of human interest.

As Philotas firmly puts

Chlone*s arm hack, sho replies.
You are so rough, Phllotas, ....
n
If I were stone you would be more tender.

1Oscar W. Firkins, Bride of Quietness and Other Plays,
pp. 5-S.

Ana Phllotas anst^ere.
If you rjoro stono, you nould not run nr;ay.
Surely you love me.
And Chlono, not unaerstandlng hia strong love of art, wonders
why, elnee he loves her, he will not lot her go to the feast.
Phi lot as reveals hia love both for the girl and his work
when ho replies.
With the urn and you
I should not miss Olympus.
Chlono is eager for excitement and joy, and reminds him that
M

b

rival, Dlphilus, the hunter, is wiser than he.

But he

does not weaken and urges her:
....Stay with me.
And I will carvo a feast upon this stone
That will outlast tho sunset, faco the d m n .
And with undulled, unwearied foot
Bind ovos and morn together.
This speech holds interest for Chione, and for a moment
she is tempted to stay.

And she shyly asks.

If I stay.
Will you dance with me?
Philotas is taken aback with this frivolity and exclaims,
What! With work to do....
lot joalous urn and frowning chisel wait
Till I be sick of folly?
This love of work does not mean much to Chi one, and she de
cides to go to tho feast.
heeded.

His entreaties to remain go un

He tolls her of the beautiful things he will create.

1 Oscar V7. Firkins, Tho Bride of quietness and Other Plays,
pp. 6-8.

to whieh she replies,
Having those, Philotas, w h y want me?
He minding her of his youth, ho says.
Twenty fleets fast— with oh, such
crov/ding years
Wherein not to ho twenty, nor to he loved2
Chione urges him to leave the work and como with her, adding,
"I am not vary fond of Mphilus."

But Philotas, true to his

m n ideal, does not allow himself to he tempted.

Through a

sort of sublimation of his ideal he lifts his mentality into
a higher spiritual realm and slowly replies to G h i m m t
Hay, nay, we shall he happier apart.
Had I he on dearer to you than the feast,
Had you been dearer to me than the urn.
All had been well— nay, all is well. Goodbye.
At eve como back— como hack with Diphilus,
And you shall see your figure on the urn.
Chion® is anxious.to know how he will carve her, and ho says,
nA girl in lovo— lips rounded to kiss.”
"Whose kiss?"

Chione wants to know,

and Philotas replies it will ho his rival*s.

As they live on earth their lips shall meet, hut on the urn
"never!”

He swears,
. They shall approach forever, never meet.
So far— not further than a cirque of atone
I push my rancor against Diphilus,

The music and noise of the feast call them, and the crowd comes.
Chione goes with Diphilus, and Philotas is left behind, since
he will not allow himself to he urged sufficiently.1

10scar $7. Firkins, The Bride of Quietness and Other Ploys.
pp. 8-10,

V/o shall ho happy, both of us;
Bach as ho fancies— you in the peopled mild,
I in tho spooohloso and dispeopled toY?n.
The stage, directions at this point demand plenty of ac
tion*

Firkins instructs:

"Chione does not turn to look at

Fhilotas, hut in a noman's hy-play, tokos the nroath from
Gharos as she passes out.

Fhilotas looks after thorn for a

passive instant, then takes up his chisel and begins nork
upon the urn.

Chione, reappearing in tho doornay, suddenly

flings the wreath across his shoulders.

He turns, sees her,

and, moving suddenly toward her, is about to press his lips
to hers, when, with a quick vivacious gesture, she evades
him.

In the doorway she turns again:

'She wreath for you,

the kiss for Diphilus. *1,1
The second scone, forty years later, shows Fhilotas, an
old man, dying in his chamber.

Having boon left alone, at

hie own request, by his servant, Diaoles, he carries on a
conversation with his figures on the urns who have oomo to
life, realising as ho dies humbly and contentedly that "they
be but stone when I am clay."1
2
The third scene takes place after two thousand years in
the harbor of Piraeus, at noontide.

Among the fragments

ready for transportation to England is the Grecian urn of
Fhilotas, the figures of which attract the attention of Hyrto,

1

•

.

•

.
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a fruit-sollor, and Perdix* a Greek water carrier, who are
lovers,

Pordix concludes that the sculptor was a surly:,-man,

and says, "He left hope unfulfilled."
Scene four, which includes two new characters, John Keats
end Fanny Brawns, takes place in a British museum where tho
Grecian TJm is being viewed.
Fanny Brawno is worrying about the time , because she
knows her hostess does not like her to be late, but Keats is
thinking only of his lovo for her, and tho beauty of art.

He

tolls her that tho figures of Chione and Biphilus on the urn
are sometimes more helpful to him in his work than she.

How

ever, he urges,
Fanny, sit bore with mo.
I wish to write.
One sees hero a repetition of Philotas and Chione1s love.
They argue for some time over their own little lovers'
problems, and finally Fanny sees tho urn that has the figures
of Chi one and Biphilus on it.
lovers?

She calls, "Are these not

...With lips they meet."

ly and finds they do not meet.

Then she looks more close

Keats would like through his

work to portray as immortal their patience, which has come
through the two thousand years.

Fanny decides to go so ho

can work, telling him as she kisses him she
...rather likes
One poet, though he grumbles overmuch,
And would not keep him waiting for a kiss
n
More than a century. Boarest hearts Goodbye!-11
Oscar W, Firkins. The Bride of Quietness and Other Plays,
pp. 40-50.
------------------------ -----------

Keats is left to soliloquize and create his,"Ode on a
Grecian Urn.u

While ho is in a sort: of trance, the shapes

coming to life, call Philotas their "maker" and Keats their
"wooer.”

Before Chlono will kiss M p h l l n s , whs has waited

two thousand years, she wants to give a kiss of gratitude to
Keats for wooing them to life.

But as she stoops to kiss

him, the spell is broken and ho orders them hack to their
stone shapes.

ICoato, awakened from his trance and calling

Fanny, takes his pencil and writes intermittently, talking
as ho works.

The figures have fallen hack in place rather

disorderly;

one has lost a sandal, another has disarranged

hair, etc.
Scene five is In the same museum, hut it is now ten
o'clock in the morning, two years later.

Soger, tho watch

man, lets two very dignified men in, and is dismissed by the
curator, who, on second thought, urges Roger to purchase the
"Times” for him.
the Urns.

The two men converse about tho figures on

Roger and Dick have noticed that the lest sandal,

the disarranged hair were not in the present position when
the urns were first brought in.

Tho visitor remembers this

particular urn as the same and declares Roger and Dick are
both right.
urn.

He, the visitor, notices a large crack in the

The Curator, the visitor, and both Roger and Dick know

that it was not there before.

There is significance in this,

and as tho Curator opens his "Times” to real, the visitor

suggest® that perhaps "Time" has caused the crack.

The

Curator reads, "John Keats died in Hone yesterday at tenthirty."

And the visitor only asks politely, "Who nas he?"2-

Tills fantastical play represents Firkins *s host endeav
ors in poetry and is beautifully created in blank verso.
"Here hie technique is as fine as his prose, and tho form
2
lends itself to the interpretive poner of creation."

Oscar W. Firkins, The Bride of Quietness and Other
Plays, p. 64.
Memoir® and letters of Oscar W. Firkins, p. 16,

ITho Smoraids is a one-act play in which the author sums
up accumulated events into a single dramatic situation, the
outcome of which he indicates thron^i subtle turning of epi
grammatic phrases, paradoxical expressions, and ooomingly un
conscious emotional force.

The subtle emotion, seething with

in the inevitable whirl of ciroumstanoos to a definite conclu
sion, is strikingly apparent.
The construction is so delicate, tho meaning is so very
subtle, and tho emotion is so refined and sophisticated, that
indirect conveyance of ideas is the result.

Here tho author*s

cloverness and ability to inject a sense of tho aesthetic in
to hard facts and unpleasant realities, together with a demand
for reciprocity, attracts great attention and admiration from
those who roally are inclined to understand his works;

for

them his wit and repartee have no limitations.
Firkins chooses original characters for this play and
has them reveal their true natures dramatically, artistically,
and pleasantly.

Keeping the conversation above the sensual

and the gross, he creates characters that are most human but
sophisticated.
The: situation is based on a kind of superstition that
tho woman who allows some singularly lovely emeralds, a gift
from Ltordaunt to his first wife, to be separated from her, for
feits Mordaunt*s claim to her as his wife.
Wentworth Mordaunt;

Winifred, his wife;

a,

Julia and Agnes

________ _

the first and second v/lvos, respectively;

Cecily, the daughter

by the first vjife, comprise the characters.
Winifred, accompanying Cecily home one afternoon and
wearing a sophisticated costume completed by the necklace of
emeralds, accepts out of curiosity Cecily's invitation to en
ter the apartment of the two ex-wives during the latter’s ab
sence at a matinee.

One learns that "Mother Agnes,"

the sec

ond wife, is the dominating one of the two and so Is prepared
tor her later to assume that role with Winifred.
throughout a chatty conversation between Cecily and
Winifred, Firkins subtly allows the audience to understand
that a chair in the apartment, as well as a special china cup,
has been provided for her, Winifred, pending the time when
she, no longer wearing the emeralds, will join their house
hold as another ex-wife.

All of this innocent prattle is a

shocking revelation to the wife’s finer sensibilities but
holds her interest so intensely that before she realizes it
the two ex-wives are home from the matinee*
At once they put Winifred at ease, surprising her with
their dignity and charm:

"So nioe of you to oomeJ"

Winifred

struggles to say, "My being here - it’s quite - quite impos
sible."1

Agnes tolls her that does not disturb them, and

after proper explanations of how it all happened, she is
amazed to see how socially presentable this perfectly oorreot

Oscar V7. Firkins, Two Passengers for Chelsea and Other
Flays, p. 154-159.

account of a monstrous fact seoras to "be.
right of you!”

puts Uinifirod at oaso.

Ana Julia’s "Very
Agnos adds nith a

subtle aiaarlmination, "Very good of her, you mean, Julia."
There is also a double meaning in Julia’s words as she speaks
about the theatre to her daughter, but looks at Winifred, "The
second aot seemed to be - conclusive."
tentional or not, seems inevitable.

The trap, whether in

Winifred is invited to

have tea and sit in "the" chair that Cecily had pointed out
for "her."
. Winifred resists them courageously at first and holds her
own until Julia, who, critically eying the emeralds as Winifred
is about to replace them and after Cecily has examined them,
says, "They look very well at the throat.

I used to wear them

in my hair....(turning to Agnes)....You wore them.on your
wrist, didn’t you?"

... And agreeing with Winifred that per

haps the emeralds had originally come from M s mother, she
adds, "But thoir adventuros began with us."

This brings forth

the desired response from Winifred, who extracts from Julia
the history of the emeralds.^
By the time the full details are glamorously told by the
ox-wives and Winifred is within the fast-closing net, !3r.
Mordaunt has arrived for hor.
eessful

However, LIr, Uordaunt, tmsue-

in getting Winifred to return with him, departs taking1

1 Oscar W. firkins. Two Passengers for Chelsea and Other
Plays, pp. 160-176.

the emeralds from the tattle rchore Winifred had dropped them;
as one of the ex-wives Winifred remains to drink tea from
"the" pretty oup and sit in "her" chair.
Bpigramatio dialogue with subtle meanings, facial ex
pressions that reveal not only mental states hut emotion in
directly convoyed, and an inevitable bond, pulling tensely
to cause Winifred to join the ex-wives, create an undated
drama of the rarest subtle delicacy.

The Him of the Desert is concerned with the Foreign Le
gion and is one of the few plays in which Oscar Firkins does
not use literary personages for his characters.

The charac

ters are of the Fercival Wren stories In which the scenes
are laid near the French Fort in Algeria on the edge of the
Sahara desert.

Its atmosphere is taken from its source and

created by the desert scenery, the army officers, and the
properties.

The time of day, just dusk, adds to the situation

The story has the appearance of a mystery being slowly
unraveled through the intense dialogue of two young army of
ficers of the French Legion; one has escorted his father,
while the other arrives a few minutes later with his mother;
the older persons have come for the same purpose, to view
the corpse of the young officer, who really is their illegit
imate child.

One feels that the conclusion is abrupt and

in it there is the blending of drama and poetry typical of
Firkins1s plays.
The play presents a most dramatic situation, and Firkins
made a hazardous effort at melodrama, but the moral and aes
thetic elements within his own nature must have rebelled.
Perhaps one can say truthfully that it was one of those
times in which he feared to "let go" emotionally, for cer
tainly this particular theme has plenty of dramatic action,
in which two young army officers find out that the mother of
one and the father of the other have gone out to meet death

together;

hut Firkins reveals the dramatic situation as more

conjecture, not as a truth.

This, of all his dramas, dis

plays not only Firkins*s disregard for form, hut shows an in
teresting and original technique.

For who over hoard of a

drama In which the real characters directly connected with
the dramatic episode never appear on the stage?

Such is the

ease, and the intensified emotions are conveyed hy two sym
pathetic and understanding intermediaries.

While the two main

characters ride to their certain death in the Sahara, their
legitimate sons, compassionate, do not try to stop them.
The Last Hooting is another play in which the characters
arc original.

It represents the eternal triangle, in which

a woman, Evelyn, who could not possess all of her husband,
took an inferior soldier while the husband, a doctor, was at
the front saving lives.
Firkins*8 subtle handling of tho.situation does not re
veal until the end of the play the identity of Evelyn’s hus
band, though both she and the soldier are involved in the
very intimate scene, a portion of which will show the care
ful phrasing of the author,
A feeling of guilt causes the soldier, who is dying, to
confide in the doctor that the woman he expects in a few
minutes is another man’s wife.

And upon her arrival he has

tens to say, "Evelyn, I took you from him;
left of me;

there’s not much

I sometimes wish I could give you back."

Evelyn asks, "You moan you are sorry?"
"He vzas a soldier— like me,”

Tho soldier replies,

later, during the dressing of the

wounds, the woman assists tho doctor.

The young soldier, under

the influence of an opiate,is not supposed to hear their
conversation.1
Woman:
Doctor:
Woman:
Doctor:
Woman:
Doctor:
Woman:
Dootor:
Woman:

Can you save him?
*Savo1 is a large word.
I havo some hope.
(tensely) And will you?
Certainly, if I can.
You know what he is?
Perfectly. EC's my j o K
You don’t hate him?
Time enough to hate him when h e ’s safe.
You are great.
I said you wore great—
always. But you are stone.

3v@n "beside the man she loves, who is dying, she realizes
tho husband is the greater of the two.

She almost detaches

herself unconsciously and says, "He is very young to die."
Doctor: Do you lovo this lad?
Woman*. Yes,
Doctor:
Is he worth it?
Woman: I had all there was of him, you know.
Doctor: That’s tho point. You can’t have quite
all of a man that ’is’ anybody.
At this she is confused and hesitates.
Doctor: Don’t you want mo to save him?
Woman:
I don’t— think— I know.
Doctor: You aren’t sure you want him, then?
Woman:
I want him— yes* But do you think I could
ever take him back from you?
Doctor: That is for you to say.l
The woman turns on the doctor with vehemence.
Oh, I love him, and I hate you— hate you,
as I believe, with just cause; but you
10scar W. Firkins, Two Passengers for Chelsea and Other
Plays, pp. 184-107.

are so much tho larger man— that—
v/hon you’re by he Isn’t there. Her#
he Is, poor boy, dying under ray hands,
and for the last half hour I have
thought of nothing but you. That is
tfhat I mill never forgive you for,
James Carrington— neverJl
It is at this point the dying soldier, regaining conscious
ness, realises that he has, at last, seen the husband of Evelyn.
Again there is tho poetic ending which is very dramatic.
The young selAler lives just a brief moment, long enough to
knew the husband has forgiven them#1
2
The stage possibilities for this are very remote.

Host of

tho words are supposed to be in a whisper, another interesting
thing in technique displayed by Firkins.

Atmosphere is created

by Firkins’s stage directions and properties as well as the
dialogue and actions of tho characters.
The Revealing Moment has for its theme tho over-unanswered
question:

Is the artist’s love for his work stronger than the

love for his mate?

The author chooses to handle the story by

basing it partly on facts and partly on coincidence of events.
The two principal characters are the dramatist, Anton Cheokhov,
and his wife, Olga, who takes tho lead in hie last and best
play. The Cherry Orchard.

Each possesses a guarded jealousy

of the love the other has for his chosen art, and both long to

1

Oscar Y7. Firkins, Two Passengers for Chelsea and Other
Plays, pp. 184-18?#
2Ibid.. pp# 187-189#
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know that each corns he fore art in the other's life.
The audience l o a m s from the other two characters, who
aro a doctor and the manager of Theatre Arts of Hoseon, that
Cheekhov's impending and unavoidable death is due about the
time Olga should be starting for the theatre.
feels it his duty to tell her.

The doctor

And as the scene switches

hack to the gay Olga and ohoerful Anton, many intimacies of
their personal life are exposed.
The directions, if carried out, create the atmosphere
of impending death, regardless of playful words and affec
tionate actions.

Cheokhov is on the couch, and Olga, cares

sing his hair, says thoughtfully, 1fI wonder where I would be
with you if I couldn't act?*
given.

His reply is just as guardedly

"Just whore I would be with you if I couldn't write.”

Olga, somewhat piqued, says, "That isn't an answer.
another question. *

That's,

Cheokhov endearingly calls her his "dog”

and tolls her she is too inquisitive.

Olga chooses to ignore

hie remark and speaks of the thing closest to her heart.
"You are a playwright and I am an actress, and that is why I
Mi all never know whether the plain you loves the plain me."
Cheokhov answers calmly, "There will bo a revealing moment...
Tell me one thing."...And Olga, sensing his eagerness, asks,
"You want revelations, too?"

He asks whether she would have

married him had ho boon a scissors grinder, and she, sighing, "
thinks that would havo been a difficult thing to do.

Cheokhov

replies, "Each of us needs a revealing moment.”

And Olga

agrees, "The little tooeh that clears up everything,"1
The doctor and the manager of Theatre Arte of Moscow en
ter,

Olga rises as if to go with the manager to the theatre,

Checkhov's first thought is of his ploy and its success, hut
his manager sonde

Olga to have a talk with the doe tor while

he takes a seat beside the couch to toll Checkhov that his
death is near.
Accept lag the bad nows as inevitable, Checkhov grasps the
opportunity of testing Olga’s love.

He surmises that "if she

loves log— just me— not the art of fame;
(meaning to the theatre to play)."

she will not go

But his manager, thinking

of the play, reminds him, "She might go for your sake.... If
you bid her go."
Olga is also of the opinion that if Checkhov really loves
her he will not bid her go to the theatre.
The subtle handling of the situation holds the suspense
till the last when Olga refuses to go, giving Checkhov the
desired "revealing moment ,"

and holding him in her. arms as

he dies.

The human triumphs completely over the art until he

is dead.

Suddenly Olga realises that they now have time to

reach the theatre in time to put on The Cherry Orchard.
cries, "Cornel"

She

And the manager vibrantly asks, "Where?"

1 Oscar W. Firkins, The Revealing Moment and Other Plays,
1-8.
----------- --------------------PP.
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Olga, remaining Cheekhovfr "dog" even after death; responds in
an Imperious voice, "To the theatre,

low else can one help him

now?"1
In style this play is perhaps more rhetorical and prolific
of long speeches, often strikingly eloquent, and less eplgrammatical than others.
Empurpled Moors is the story of the love of a young man
for another man's wife.

He cannot save himself but listlessly

allows his father and sisters to rescue him from a romance.
The author's note will help to explain the source of the
play.
Branwell Bronte was tutor, Anne Bronte was
governess, in the house of the Reverend
Edmund Robinson of Thorp Center. The ab
rupt dismissal of Branwell and the sudden
resignation of Anne have provoked much
curiosity and speculation. Branwell pro
fesses to be in love with Mrs. Robinson.
The theory of Mrs. Robinson's- guilt, first
advanced, and afterwards retracted and sup
pressed by Mrs. Gaskell, is losing currency
and probability in our time. The present
play adopts the kindlier view and makes the
whole Robinson incidental to the
evocation of an unverified but vivid possi
bility in the characters of the three sis
ters. Anne's vigil on the rug and Mrs.
Robinson's visit to Haworth are pure
inventions.2
The play opens with a note of sympathetic understanding
between two emotionally suppressed sisters who share the same

■^Oscar V. Firkins, The Revealing Moment and Other Plays,
pp.

8-36.

2

Oscar W. Firkins, The Bride of Quietness and Other
Plays, p. 121.

secret thought, love of romanoo.
the extraordinary.

One senses the feeling o:

Why shouldn't the daughters of a s t e m #

strict curate nant to knov? all about love, romance, and life?
2he content of the note from Urs. Robinson to Branno11, found
by Anne in his pocket, seems to reveal to Anne that- Branr/ell
was expected while Ih. Robinson was away.

And after having

spent the night on the rug outside Iks. Robinson's door, and
to no avail, Anne seems disappointed but says just the op
posite.

While on tho rug, oho lost her glove, in which the

note was concealed.

As Hr. Robinson returns the note to Anne

he asks permission to read it, but Anno hesitates.

Bator,

Charlotte's questioning brings forth from Anne a defensive
reply:

"I couldn't let a man know what— what I must have

been thinking all ni^it on that rug."
That same evening itrs. Robinson calls on Anna, who de
cides, after some hesitation, to seo her, and learns that
she has coma for the note.

While Anno has gone for the note,

Braswell comes homo with a despairing face and exasperated
attitude.

Upon seeing Urs. Robinson, his face is all aglow

and suddenly fills with the Joy of life.

lio goes into the

room where she is and closes the door.
Both Charlotte and Anne feel that they ought to stop
this love affair, but neither has the courage.

Charlotte

expresses tho reason why sho doesn't when she asks, "Anne,
have you over read on in a wicked novel when you knew you

ought to stop?"

Tho tv?o elder sisters decide that their con-

Boienoe should cause them to stop the lo-e affair and that
oonocience will knock loud enough when the father, Patrio
Bronte, and their sister, Emily, como home.

It is what papa

and Emily will say that Anne and Charlotte dread.
Ann* asks, "Why don't you stop it anyway?"1

However,

Charlotte very

slowly replies, "One doesn't get a chance every night to lie
upon the rug outside the door,"

Anno doesn't like this and

Charlotte is forced to retract, which she does by explaining
that she really knows it is her own judgment that crouches
and that she long® to give full sway to her own feelings,
Anne agrees, "Mine, too;

mine crouches (meaning hor judgment),"

When Emily and the curate return, tho three sisters are
against Branwell, and they decide not only shall Patrick
Bronte know who the visitor is, but that he shall eoo her.
As Branwell comes cut to face his sisters, leaving his visitor
in the hands of his stern father, he says, "Ho passions come
to a man who has been brought up between the tombstones and
the moors,"

And when his shrewd father does not allow him one

glance at the woman he lovos, he is forced to accept his fate,
doubting his own interne feeling.

Since three stringent

sisters and a positive stern father have robbed him of a soul,
he feels that he now exists as a passionless shell,

"There

arc pages in your books between which, if one pressed a snow-

^Oeear W, Firkins, The Bride of Quietness and Other Plays,
pp. 121~127.
--------------- ----------------------

drop, ho would toko it out months later veined with scarlet.
But I— hut I— there is not enough fire in me to warm even a
page."

V/hen they question him further, he says, "You don't

understand, yet you are the explanation— very largely."
In the end Branwell falls in lino obediently to their
unbending disapproval, and says he is "glad for being whipped
into virtue."

But as he is about to tell Itrs. Bob ins on good

bye, ho seems almost ready to defy his father and is about to
take her in his arms.

Suddenly, he sees the three sisters

lined up against him and weakens.

Since there is no "purple

in the moors" for Branwell, he goes mechanically and spirit
lessly to his. room.
The surprise ending comes when all throe sisters spirit
edly confess they would have been glad to have seen him defy
the s t e m father, take the.woman in his arms, and walk off
with her,1
2
The King's Vigil is also concerned with the story of a
great literary figure, that of the scribbling Samuel Pepys,
who is the central character, involving Charles II, my lord
Sandwich, Ere, Pepys, the Queen, lady Caetlemaine, and others
Oscar Firkins has taken incidents from PepyS'a Journal or di
ary, which is a record of the doings of that public official
and also his exuberant private life.

The man Pepys himself

1 Oscar W. Firkins, Tho Bride of Quietness and Other
Plays, pp. 127-146.
2 Ibid.. pp. 146-153.

was one of the liveliest individuals and host-informed offi
cials of the eighteenth century.

Around this great character

Oscar Firkins has created a rollicking farce that really con
tains all the robust action and conveyed emotions demanded hy
the average theatre-goers.
fhe play revolves about a political scheme in which Fepys,
in close association with the Zing, is the victim of the un
scrupulous , designing Lord Sandwich and other nobles, who take
advantage of tho weakness of both the King and Fepys by ar
ranging for. appointments for thorn with two women who are in
on the plot.
Both men arrive early at Whitehall under the pretense of
work for the "Uavy,”

and discover each other’s secrets.

Fepys,

confessing that ho has lied about the navy to the King, is wil
ling to sheer the true condition now.

Thereupon, the King de

cides the rendezvous for that night shall be with England.
And he and Fepys closet themselves with documents of "England’s
Ssvy” behind a securely locked door.

The cleverness with which

the author handles this situation between a monarch and one of
hi® subjects develops a bond so close in sympathy of tempera
ment that it is able to bridge the gap and make them brothers
in an episode, which would have boon common and ludicrous if
the two leading characters had not possessed businesslike
dignity and personal charm.
The exactness with which the King and Fepys prepare for

their work, hoping to leave no trace of their whereabouts,
creates suspense,
ing:

3very speech of the King has a double mean

"I am a fugitive by trade, my Pepys,... This affair to

night is the most singular amorous adventure in which I havo
ever engaged....You first.
but me.

Gome on!

I trust no one to lock that door

This night xve shall be closeted with

E n g l a n d . l o t only epigrammatic speeches, but the eareful
directions of the author, the actions, the sighs from mental
states, and oven facial expressions and properties add to the
creation of atmosphere.
Farcical comedy with dramatic suspense is at its height
when Ers. Pepys, Anne, the messenger, the Queen, and lady
Caetlemaine assemble in the outer room where they all wait,
two of them for Mr. Pepys and two of them for the King.
Dialogue and actions reveal the true characters of the
women as the story progresses through changed situations,
auspicious key-hole insinuations, and a forced card game,
all of which occupy their time till four o'clock in the
morning.
Surprises await all four women when Pepys and King
Charles II walk out together.

The wives win the day without

effort as tho two husbands, Pepys and Charles II, respective
ly, offer their arms, and they depart in triumph, leaving the
serving maid too sleepy to ©are and Lady Oastlemaine furious
at being defeated by the Queen.

*Oscar W. Firkins, The Bride of Quietness and Other
Plays, pp. 207-235.

CHAPTER VI
Conclusion

Coneltmi'
In conclusion one may say that Firkins is a dramatist
for the intellectually disposed,, vjlio, possessing love of in
timacy v/ith literature, have the power to elevate the emotions
above what is being viewed or observed.

His work will not

icfapture and hold the person who lives with his emotions and
p s t feel and live through every play he sees, nor the person
who has not Firkins's high sense of the ethical and moral
'
*
. values of nicety. His plays appeal to the intellectually
imaginative, rather than the romantic imaginative person.

It

is the wit and subtle humor in his plays which save him from
the tendency to over-intellect ualise.
The character of Firkins’s drama is peculiar in the kind
of approach that it compels of one toward itself.

Usually in

seeing a play one lives vigorously with his heart and soul
from the inside outward, but in FirkinsTs drama
view it thinkingly from the outside in.

one seems to

The exorcise of the

mental faculties on the part of the audience, as well as sym
pathetic understanding and interpretation on the part of the
actors, is necessary for full comprehension.

There is not

the direct emotional gesture nor the vivacious action to con
voy the spirit, of the thomo, but an indirectly revealed idea
which unfolds through epigrammatic dialogue and subtle treat
ment of characters as well as through the story— ever moving
to a newer mental stage and in turn progressing subtly to

another height until a gradual illumination of tho solution
ooidgs liko a slot? d atm.

Poignantly and precisely Firkins follows his own pattern,
certainly not tho pattern by tihich he, as a critic, judged
other plays.

Ho also follows his ot?n plan in characterisation

and dialogue, and sometimes they are too thin to please an

•

.

audience that demands robust quality.

Hence, one may conclude

that the plays are producible, but to a limited group Wio mill
understand- the finesse with which they are done.

To the aver

age playgoer, they possess completeness, perfection, and beauty
as a piece of art to bo admired but not felt or understood.
For the play is all thoro, skillfully and artistically
handled, with its structure possessing the. required magni
tude;

with the ’’universal" and "special" elements, including

the essentials, emotion mid action, veiled in subtlety;

and,

in turn, with each part of the drama rathor delicately related
to all the other parts, forming completeness,
"The play dealing with Dumas poro and Dumas fils is, in
its genre, a masterpiece.

However, one finds it impossible

to choose the best p l a y . T h e

same critic had written a re

view of Two Passengers for Chelsea and ended his discussion
by saying, "The other plays (of the same volume) are of vary
ing quality and interest.

They are moro easily penetrable.

Bryan Allin, "Oscar W. Firkins,"
October 17, 1935, p. 315.

American Review.

nearer the atago;

they scintillate and titillate;

they are

the jeux d 1esprit of a scholar,"1
But as Firkins said of Ibsen, "The subtleties of coher
ence in Ibsen do not belong to the play house;

they hardly

o v qh belong to the library until the library has been replen

ished. by the school room,"2 so also ono may say for the ma
jority of Firkins*s plays;

the scholarly writings of Firkins

hardly belong in tho theatre until the theatre-goers have been
educated by the university*

However, for those who are wide

awake, eager for images of thought and willing to enter into
tho adventures of careful, consecutive thinking with the
author, his plays furnish a challenge*

Possessing much charm,

the plays make a delightful type of ploy-reading that stimu
lates the attention of tho thoughtfully reflective person.

J* Bryan Allin, "Oscar. 17. Firkins," American Review,
October 17, 1935, p. 315.
~ “
'Memoirs and letters of Oscar 17. Firkins, p. 109.

Appendix
Queotionnsire
cn
Can Tho Playo of Oscar W. Firkins Succeed on Tbo Stage?
I. Content of tho play
It (a)
Does theplay
aok and answer a vital question?----— ---------------(b)Does the play merely present an exciting situation?------—
2. (a)

Does theplay
settle a problem?— ----- (b) Present a conflictof
ideas?---- — (c) Toll a story?------ (d) Present a conflict of
persons?— ----

3- Is the question or problem stated by the author impartially?— — —
4* Is the question or conflict presented dramatically?— —

— — -

5* (a) Does tho dramatist tell the truth?— ---(b) affect the truth?
------- or (o) create Improbabilities?-—
6* Is there unity of mood?—
:

,

7♦ For the purpose of clearness is tho play properly proportioned for
8. Kao the drama literary merit?— ----- ----- ----9* In tho ploy presented is there emotion?— ----- If so, (a) is it shown
through action?— — — - (b) through characterisation?-—
—
(0 ) through dialogue?--II. Characters
1. Are tho characters consistent throughout tho play?----— — __________

,

2. Are the eharaetstlrations (a) original?------- (b) stale?—
(o) vivid?---------- (d) true to life?— — — — —

------

r £11* Production
1* (a) Is the generalization of the play easy to see?— -----— -----—
(b) Does the play possess a sincere motive?-----— -— ----- -- ----2. Does tho presentation of tho play cause the audience to respond (a) to
the full extent?— — — —— (b) half—heartsdly?~— — -(c) not at all?——
3. During the presentation are you more aware of (a) the authro's
ideas?------- (b) the author's interpretation?— ---- (c) tho dramatic
conflict?————————————
This questionnaire is a partial study being conducted by Lena S. Doyle
in the fulfillment of a Master's Degree at the University of Arizona.

Mixed groups, composod of undergraduate students ©f
drama and average playgoers, answered this questionnaire
after a presentation of Firkins *s plays.

The answers are

more or less impressionistic and of necessity may "bo classed
as subjective and individualistic criticisms without the el
ements of perverseness or capriciousness.
The following tabulated results indicate the opinion of
these groups:
cosnsr
: .. •
:1. The play is a vital question.
:
_
:2. There is a conflict.
:
'
:3. The presentation is dramatic.
:
:4. The play is a statement of truth.
:
:5. The play possesses unity.
:
:6. There is proper emphasis.
: •
:7, Bmotlon is expressed by:
: •
.
. .
•
:
(a) letion
:
■
:
fb) Characterisation
:

(o)

Dialogue

Opinion of
Audience
tio:
rsssr
:
: 5
100:
:
13:
:90
:
‘
3:
100
:
35:
:30
•:
8:
:S6
:
• :
8:
:95
:
:

t
:40
. :
:61
:
100

63:
52 S
.' ■ t
3:

mMCTHBIgmOE

1.
2.

;
;

Opinion of
Andionoe
t
:
;
Yes
:
Ho :
■:
:
:
Are the characters consistent? : 103 : 0 :
:
:
:
Aro the characters
$ ■■ $ ' .6
#
i
fa) stale?
: 14 : 92 :
•
»
:
:
fh) vivid?
t 103 : o ;
: ■ :
i
fo) original?
: 64 : 60 :
:
:
.:
(a) true to life?
i 103 : 0 :

tBQDUCTIon

:
:
:

1,

Is the generalisation easy to
see?

2.

Is the motive sincere?

3,

The audionoo responded:
fa)

To full extent?

fh)

Half-heartedly?

fc)

Hot at all?

Opinion of
Audionco
:
:
:
Yes ; Ho :
:
:
■:
:
60 : 63 :
:
100 : 3 :
:
:
$
s
:
:
S3 : 50 :
:
:
90 : 13 :
:
:
■
:'
■i

In evaluating the answers to the questionnaires and tho
reports on Firlcino*s plays one may at first properly he taken
aback to discover how divergent tho many impressions were.
One must conclude without a doubt that the persons seeing "the
plays wore struck by entirely different things:

some were

aroused by the lack of action and conveyed emotion;

others

were struck by tho social problems underlying tho story;
others v/oro pleased at the "re-creation" of important liter
ary personages;

and others felt that tho production was not

sufficiently well done to warrant comment.
From a study group in the dramatic department at North
western University who answered the questionnaire,came the
general criticism that the plays "seem to be charming for
reading but almost pathetically sentimental for the stage;"
A class group st Columbia Teachers College, who studied
Undying Prince

The

and later answered the questionnaire, classed

it as "highly improbable for the general theatre;" and from
another source the plays were cited as "natural and very
realistic."

Furthermore, even in connection with tho points

of interest within the play, which might impress all alike,
such as dialogue, action, interpretation, they expressed
extremely diverse opinions on tho questionnaire.

Neither was

there agreement no to the outstanding merit of the plays,
whether literary or not, nor tho artistic excellence of the
content of tho play, such as characterization, nor the qualities

brought out in tho presentations.
A word of explanation may serve to make clear the reason
for so many varying opinions.

In judging any particular drama,

anyone will respond in accord with his own taste, his individ
ual experiences; his standards of education, and his social en
vironment , as well as his knowledge and appreciation of tho
playwright.

Hence, one gains little by asking that Firkins’o

plays he measured by the "yardstick" of judging plays, for it
would seem that their subtleness and delicacy require intel
lectual integrity to tho fullest degree, both on the part of
the actors arid the audience*

It is also true that what one

person thoroughly enjoys in a play another finds distasteful.
True enough, this is all probably the result of personality
and temperament, as well as environment and education.

So

many factors of tho intensely personal element, such as
health, mood, age, experience in life, and education in art
enter into tho judgment*
Ho two persons in any audience that saw the plays agreed
about the content:

whether it was a vital question or a con

flict, whether it possessed dramatic possibilities, or whether
it told tho truth.

However, on the questions concerning

emotion there was a consensus of opinion that the emotion was
expressed through dialogue and not through action and charactorisation.

One student wrote on his questionnaire, "The plays

lack vigor and feeling."

Another asked, "Where is the 1romantic

glamor1 in those plays?”

Many others nroto in that the plays

xvero "delightful and artistic creations."

Some persons called

the dialogue "poetic, witty, affected, and very unnatural."
One student of dramatic criticism suggested that the conversa
tion was too sophisticated for the average playgoer, while
others of the same group agreed that the dialogue was truly
most natural.

It is safe to say that the reports from north

western University and the University of Minnesota, opinions
of prominent literary persons and others who are intellectually
inclined to understand Pirkins's work,agreed that the plays
wore too subtle in meaning for the average playgoer to get
their full content.
On the subject of "Characterisation" there was not such
variance in opinions.

The answers showed that practically

all accorded to his characterizations the qualities of vivid
ness, freshness, originality, and trueness to life.
Under the topic of "Production" one finds the opinions
almost equally divided in answers on "clearness of tho gen
eralization” and on "the expressions of a sincere motive."
However, nearly always the answers agreed on tho fact that
during the presentation they were aware of the dramatic con
flict and not of the author*s ideas, or the actors* inter
pretation.

There was also the opinion that the audience re

sponded half-heartedly.and not intensely.

Tho same person

often contradicted himself when he answered the question.

1*

"Would you rather see the ploy acted or hear it read?”

However,

the majority of the replies showed a preference for the acting.
In the production of The Emeralds at the ^University of
Arizona, thirty-four out of thirty-six replied, ”1 would rather
see it played , n
In the production of The Sing's Vigil at the University of
Minnesota, the report of tho audience, as well as those of the
critics, seemed to agree, especially in the content and produc
tion,

There was a slight divergence relative to the character

ization.
wrote:

Dr. C. Dowell lees. Director of the University Theatre,
"17* presented a program of Mr. Firkins*s plays some time

ago, with comparative success.

We employed all-star casts for

the production of those plays.

V/o have the critics* write-up

on all these plays, and are enclosing them for you."1

It is

from these "writo-ups" that one learns that three of the plays
of Oscar W. Firkins, The Rim of the Do sort. The Unknown Woman,
and The £ing*s Vigil were given hy the University of Minnesota
Theatre at three different times from 1935 to 1937, with con
siderable success.

The following criticisms serve informatively:

The university actors, ably directed by
Clement Ramsland, exerted themselves to give
Mr. Firkins*s plays the best possible pre
sentation®, overcoming natural difficulties
that might have dismayed loss finished play
ers. As usual the details of the production
were managed with the good sense and the
genuine merit now expected.of the plays given
in the university theatre.1
2
1Dr. 0. Lowell loos. Personal Letter.
2Merle Potter, Minneapolis Journal, July 5, 1953,

1#

As to settling whether the plays are producible or not, the
earns critic wrote:

"The answers would appear to he mixed.

Of

the three one-act plays given last night in the music auditori
um, two were quite definitely not of the sort that can ho acted
to much purpose, while tho third, within definite limits (The
King's Vigil) ...was satisfactory to a degree as a stage entertaimaent*"1

And of the same performance another person wrote

that The King's Vigil was tho host of the three plays.

Another

opinion states that The King's Vigil was a rollicking farce,
easily interpreted.

Still another wrote, "Tho audience re

sponded wholeheartedly to The_King^s_7igil.n**
"The last of the three plays. The King's Vigil, is, ac
cording to most critics, one of the host things 10% Firkins
ever wrote, and excellently adapted to the stage.1'0

Another

student critic, writing for the Hinnasota Daily, and after a
second performance, who did not sign his name, thinks:

"The

King's Vigil, a rollicking, witty play, probably gives the
audience tho most entertainment.

Gusto, vim, and pomposity

help to describe its characters and its situations....The farce
holds much sly humor."*
4
*
2

One critic thinks, "The first of the

^Eerlo Potter, Minneapolis Journal, July 5, 1953.
2C. G. Shopphards, letter.
^Minnesota Daily, "V Theatre Players for Firkins1s Plays."
July
"i:.
• •‘Minnesota Daily, "Firkins's Plays Prove Actable." July 8,
1933, p. 7.

plays, ... Tho Rim of the Desert, seemingly has more of the
dramatic qualities in it than have tho two others, although
the third, Tho Zing's Vigil, is the most delightful.”1

On

the other hand, three of tho plays were viewed by throe dif
ferent critics, rather reviewers, of drama.

IToither did these

professional critics, who had disciplined themselves to a high
ly trained responsiveness to what is theatrically good or bad,
agree.

With their developed faculty for discriminating be

tween the essentials and the non-essentials the divergence of
opinion was most evident.

They, as critics themselves, came

to no harmonious conclusions as to the producible merit of the
plays, except in the one production. The King's Vigil.

One of

this same group :thought the plays entirely too finely built

comprehension of the usual theatre-goer.

Another critic called

them "too meaty and subtle."'1
Various published opinions will serve to show the less
spontaneous professional impressions and their comparisons.
These arc direct quotations of the press.
The construction of the one-not play requires
an extraordinary force of imagination on the
part of the play carpenter, and there can be
no doubt but that Mr. Firkins was so endowed.
He made his forms complete, concise, and selfsustaining, thereby succeeding in his main ob
jective. Ho attained the indispensable witty
effect with masterful literary style,* finding
his single act an admirable medium of art.l
1
B. 5. Pomeroy,
July 6, 1955, p. 4.

#'

and Art,"

immeapoll. Brltonq.

HoMOvor, this oritio fools that it is the look of in
terest In the one-act play which keeps the plays on the shelf,
and not the quality of Firkins's work.
sentation as follows:

Ho reports on the pre

"The three which were presented revealed

characteristics which were swift and direct, achieved in part
through deft dialogue and again "by pantomime of the actors.... The merit of his plays lies in the fact that he is able to sum
up accumulated facts into a single situation."^

In the

Minneapolis Star James Gray wrote under "Music and Drama":
"They are too brilliant ever to ho played successfully in the
theatre.,..As a literary criticism, they are pointed and pre
cise, but as drama they are too exquisitely mado."8

But he

hesitates to say they aro successful as stage plays, and thinks
that the answer to such a question is "not easy to answer,"8
Merle Potter, who reported the work of the University of
Minnesota players, stated:

"The plays, exquisitely mado, are

much too delicate to withstand robust criticism of a general
public that never cares to probe far under tho surface for
half-hidden thought gems concealed from any hut those Intel
lectually disposed,"8

The same critic suggests that what

emotion is in them is far too concealed to mako them popular.*
6

■^E. IT. Pomeroy, "Drama," Minneapolis Tribune, July 6,
1933, p. 9,
o
J a m s Gray. "Music and Drama," Minneapolis Star. July $»
193 3 , p. 6.
'.
--------.
3

'

Morlo Pottor. "Music and Art," Minneapolis Journal, July
6, 1933, p. 6,
'
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However, tho public that has "rightly learned to demand the
observance of certain traditions in the theatre from time im
memorial" will hardly throw them overboard for plays of liter
ary excellence.1

An interested dramatic student who is study

ing dramatic work as a writer, thinks "Tho Rim of the Desert
has more of the dramatic qualities in it than the two others."8
Another critic who did not sign her nans to tho article de
scribes the plays as "subtly dramatic" and also thinks:
"The Rim of tho Desert" is tho most intense
of the throe; there is more real drama close
to tho surface.
To keep, it oroporly subdued
and yet let it seethe just underneath is a
job of the actors. They must depond upon
their facial expressions as well as inter
pretation of tho lines to do it. Unfortun
ately, tho offoot of dusk at the desert's
edge, so well eroatod by tho lighting, keeps
tho actors' faces in the shadow, and to that
oxtont detracts.5*
2

Gloria Potter, "Husio and Art,"
July 0, 1933, p. 6.

Uinneapolis Journal.
------ ---

2l!rs. E. 0. Kon Bar, in a personal interview.
3

‘ Minnesota Daily, "Pirkins's Plays Prove Actable."
1933, p, 1.
----

July ®.
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